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ABSTRACT

Molecular Mechanisms and Design of Hydrogen-Bonded Materials
for Thermal Applications
by
Jinlong He, Doctor of Philosophy
Utah State University, 2020

Major Professor: Dr. Ling Liu
Department: Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Nano-engineering of biomaterials and energy storage materials often requires an
improved understanding of how heat is conducted in these materials at the molecular level.
Due to unique size effects, heat transfer at the nanoscale is governed by many factors such
as defects, molecular morphology, interfacial properties, and atomic bonding. To guide
materials design, it is important to understand the basic mechanism through which those
influencing factors control thermal processes. The achieved fundamental knowledge may
inspire innovative molecular design of materials to enhance their thermal performance,
potentially enabling many practical applications, especially those serving in complex
environments controlled by multi-physical factors. In this dissertation, we will
systematically demonstrate how different hydrogen bonds and their networks dictate
nanoscale thermal transport processes in hydrogen-bonded materials. Several new designs
of hydrogen-bonded molecular structures will be probed to modulate their thermal
properties.

iv
The hydrogen bond is a special secondary bond that widely exists in many natural
and man-made materials including DNA, proteins, polymers, and composite materials. In
this work, the study of hydrogen bonding effects on thermal transport will be focused on
two representative material systems including (1) protein secondary structures and (2) the
electrode/electrolyte interface in solid-state lithium ion batteries. Numerical simulation and
theoretical analysis of the thermal transport characteristics will systematically reveal how
heat is conducted in the presence of hydrogen bonds. The underlying thermal transport
mechanisms will be elaborated by analyzing the molecular structures, vibrational modes
and their coupling, phonon density of states, spectral energy density, phonon dispersion
relations, and the interfacial power exchange. These results will not only provide a new
physical perspective for understanding thermal transport mechanisms in hydrogen-bonded
materials, but will also introduce novel concepts of materials design with improved thermal
properties towards a broad range of applications.
(165 pages)
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PUBLIC ABSTRACT

Molecular Mechanisms and Design of Hydrogen-Bonded Materials
for Thermal Applications
Jinlong He

Heat transfer at the nanoscale plays an important role in determining the reliability
and performance of many innovative advanced materials technologies such as
nanoelectronics, semiconductor, biomedical devices, polymers, and composites. Extensive
efforts have been made to design materials with extraordinary thermal properties. However,
fundamental understanding of heat transfer in many of these materials is still not lacking,
because the thermal transport processes are governed by several factors including
molecular morphology and chemical bonding. Among these factors, the atomic bonding
between two dissimilar materials or within single materials is of particular interest due to
its ubiquity and importance in physical processes. This work will focus on the
demonstration and fundamental understanding of nanoscale thermal transport enhanced by
incorporating hydrogen bonds in materials design.
Molecular dynamics is performed for studying heat transfer processes in two typical
hydrogen-bonded materials: (1) protein secondary structures, and (2) electrode/electrolyte
composites in lithium ion batteries. Theoretical calculation and analysis show that heat
transfer can be tuned in a wide range by modifying the hydrogen bonds. Results will not
only provide new physical insights, but will also guide the rational design of materials for
desired thermal properties towards many applications.
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INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivations and Practical Significance
1.1.1

Challenges of Nanoscale Thermal Management
Understanding nanoscale thermal transport is crucial to fundamentally describe the

energy flow in materials, as well as to achieve many technological applications including
thermal management in nanoelectronics and soft electronics, nano-enhanced photovoltaics,
thermoelectric devices, nanocomposites and nanoparticle-mediated thermal therapies

1-7

.

Since their critical sizes are in the order of nanometers, heat transfer of these technologies
is usually dominated by the distribution of phonon mean free path and energy dispersion,
and is fundamentally different from that at the micro and macro scales. Nanoscale thermal
transport is in the dimension that is comparable to the corresponding mean free path or the
wavelength of energy carriers. For example, chip-level power density at the 14nm is
usually close to 100 W/cm2, which can further increase with the scaling of integration and
miniaturization 8. However, the increased power density is usually accompanied by fast
battery drain in portable devices and malfunction of devices if an effective cooling
technology is not present. Hence, thermal management at the nanoscale is critical to the
overall performance of devices. Over the past few decades, driven by renewable energy
innovations, numerous studies have been carried out to understand nanoscale thermal
transport mechanisms. Many new materials have been engineered with novel
microstructures and chemistry at the nanoscale for desired thermal properties 9-11. Despite
this progress, nanoscale heat transfer is still underexplored in many aspects. For example,
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to understand the relationship between allosteric communication pathways and energy
transport in biological macromolecules 12-14, it is necessary to explore the thermal transfer
mechanisms in proteins. Again, one of the major challenges of nanoelectronics is the
thermal management in demanding application such as modern technical devices, as these
devices can generate a huge amount of heat during operation. If the heat cannot be
efficiently removed, devices temperatures increase which will speed up the degradation of
their overall performance. These studies provide opportunities to improve the fundamental
understanding of thermal physics in advanced materials and to create new materials at the
nanoscale.
1.1.2

Importance of Nanoscale Thermal Transport
Heat transfer at the nanoscale significantly differs from that at the macro and micro

scales. Firstly, when the device or structural characteristic length is comparable to the
phonon mean free path and wavelength of heat carriers
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(such as electrons, photons,

phonons, and molecules), classical heat transfer laws will break down and new approaches
have to be developed to predict thermal transport at the nanoscale. Secondly, phonon
properties including vibrational modes, group velocity and density of states experience
strong size effects, which inevitably affect thermal transport. In addition, heat conduction
across heterogeneous interfaces or boundaries at the nanoscale (such as the solid/solid
interface, solid/liquid interface, solid/organic interface and grain boundary) plays a major
role in determining the overall performance of materials due to the large number of
interfaces or grain boundaries that exist in materials. At the nanoscale, heat transfer
between two dissimilar materials is usually expounded by phonon transport and scattering.

3
Phonons usually represent the quantized energy wave related to atomic vibrations. When
heat flux is impeded at the interface or grain boundary, thermal resistance is developed due
to phonon scattering. Therefore, phonon scattering across interfaces or boundaries is a key
factor at the nanoscale, which significantly governs thermal transport processes 16-18.
1.1.3

Atomic-Level Design with Hydrogen Bond
In this dissertation, the interface within the same material and that between two

dissimilar materials are explored 16-18.
When heat is transferred across an interface within the same material, e.g. the
interface between molecular chains that comprise 𝛽 -sheets of proteins, the effect of
interchain and intrachain interactions on thermal transport processes can usually be
descirbed by the Frenkel-Kontorova lattice model

19-22

. In this model, the non-bonded

interactions are described as either harmonic springs or van der Waals interactions. Studies
have shown that thermal conductivity will increase with the strengthened non-bonded
interactions

23-25

. The interchain covalent bonding is described as on-site potentials, and

thermal conductivity increases with the increased strength of covalent bonding when the
potential is larger than 10.0 23. Moreover, numerous studies have proved that stronger nonbonded interactions can improve the thermal conductivity of layered or bundled materials
such as bundled carbon nanotubes 26, crystalline polymer nanofibers 27, few-layer graphene
28, 29

, β-sheets proteins 24, 25, multilayer boron nanoribbons 30, cross-linked polymers 31 and

multi-walled carbon nanotubes 32. These investigations show that thermal conductivity can
be improved by enhancing the intrachain, interchain or interlayer interactions.

4

angle
Hydrogen
(H)

Acceptor
(A)

Donor
( D)

Figure 1.1 The representative configuration of a hydrogen bond (red dashed line).
When heat is transferred across interfaces between two disimilar materials, such as
the crystal/crystal interface
solid/polymer interface

33

37-39

, solid/gas interface

34, 35

, solid/liquid interface

, liquid/surfactant interface

40-42

36

,

, and solid/self-assembled

monolayer/solid interface 43-45, the effects of interfacial bonding on heat transfer have been
widely explored by molecular dynamics simulations and experiments. These studies have
demonstrated that the relationship between thermal conductance across interfaces and the
strength of interfacial bonding is correlated in a linear fashion, which is also well in
accordance with the experiments

46

. These findings indicate that the interfacial thermal

conductance between dissimilar materials can be improved by ehancing interfacial bonding.
The above discussions indicate that thermal transport processes across the same
material or between two dissimilar materials can be tuned by modifying the strength of
non-bonded interactions. In chemistry, non-bonded interactions mainly include the van der
Waals interaction, hydrogen bonding, and electrostatic interaction. A hydrogen bond
(denoted as D-H…A) is a secondary bond, as shown in Figure 1.1, which forms between
a hydrogen atom (H) which is covalently bonded to a more electronegative atom, namely
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the donor (D), and another nearby highly electronegative atom, namely the acceptor (A) 4749

. Importantly, the strength of hydrogen bonds is stronger than van der Waals interaction

by 1~2 orders of magnitude, within a range from 10 to 100 kJ mol-1 47, 48, 50. In this work,
we mainly focus on how to achieve desired thermal properties by materials design and
interface design in combination with hydrogen bonding.
The hydrogen bond is a ubiquitous and fundamental component at the atomic level,
as shown in Figure 1.2. It widely exists in many materials in our daily life including water,
proteins, DNA, polymers, and so on. Further, hydrogen bonds can also influence properties
of materials. For example, water’s boiling point is as high as 100 °C due to hydrogen bonds.
The Kevlar material is so tough making them ideal for making body armors due to the
hydrogen bonds. Hydrogen bonds also play a key role in proteins and DNA structures
because it stabilizes protein secondary structures such as the beta sheets, alpha helix, some
turns and loops. The hydrogen bond can also serve as a bridge that binds the polar group
of polymers with water, developing hydrogels with higher mechanical and thermal
properties
materials

51

52

. Besides, hydrogen bonds can also be used to improve other properties of

. Therefore, hydrogen bonds provide a novel path for designing materials to

achieve outstanding mechanical and thermal properties at the atomic level.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1.2. Hydrogen bonds (red dashed line) exist in various materials including (a) water,
(b) Kevlar polymer, (c) beta sheets, and (d) helical protein structure.
1.1.4

Applications of Hydrogen Bonds in Materials Design
Both experiments and theoretical studies have provided evidences that hydrogen

bonds can improve heat transfer efficiency by reinforcing the existing thermal pathways
and developing new ones. In addition, thermal properties of materials can influence their
overall functionality and reliability, and can be described by their thermal conductivities.
For example, as shown in Figure 1.3a-b, polymers usually have very low thermal
conductivties, e.g. 0.1-0.5 W m−1 K −1 for poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) and poly(N-acryloyl
piperidine) (PAP). Interestingly, studies have indicated that a blend of the two polymers
can induce a thermal network with dense and homogeneous distribution due to their high
miscibility. Thermal conductivity of the polymer blend shows a sharp increase due to the
formed inter/intra-chain hydrogen bonds, reaching over 1.5 W m−1 K

−1

, an order of

magnitude higher than that of the constituent polymers or other amorphous polymers 53.
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PAP
0.22 W m-1 K-1

PAA
0.19 W m-1 K-1

Hydrogen-Bonded Blends
1.70 W m-1 K-1

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 1.3. Applications of hydrogen bond in material design to improve thermal
conductivity. (a) Hydrogen bonds serve as the percolation thermal pathway (yellow) in
mixture of PAP and PAA polymer, and (b) The measured thermal conductivity of spin-cast
PAP:PAA at various fractions of PAP polymer 53. (c) Dragline comprises numerous βsheet crystal units embedded in an amorphous matrix, and each β-sheet consists of βstrands interlocked by hydrogen bonding, and (d) Thermal conductivities of 16-alanine sheets calculated by molecular dynamic simulation (red squares) and a thermal resistance
model (black curve). Thermal resistance model is shown as the inset. Thermal resistances
of exterior and interior strands are defined by θ1 and θ2, respectively 25.
Another example is the protein secondary structures, e.g. β-sheet as shown in
Figure 1.3c-d, which is an essential building block of spider silk protein. Studeis have
demonstrated that thermal conductivity of β-sheet is 1-2 orders of magnitude higher than
that of other protein structures studied in literature due to the presence of hydrogen bonds,
which shows that hydrogen bonds can improve the nanoscale thermal transport of materials
25

. More importantly, In comparsion with some other similar bundled and layered structures,

such as bundled carbon nanotudes and few-layer graphene, β-sheet still shows an increased
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thermal conductivity due to the role of hydrogen bonds with the increase of the number of
constituting units, such as β-strand.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Pristine Graphene
(e)

Methyl (-CH3)

Hydroxyl (-OH)

Figure 1.4. (a) SEM image of graphene/polymer composites 54, in which the blue arrows
denote the interface between graphene and polymer. Applications of hydrogen bonds in
interface design 38 for (b) the pristine interface between graphene (cyan) and polymer
(gray), (c) the interface between methyl-functionalized graphene and polymer, (d) the
interface between hydroxyl-functionalized graphene and polymer with numerous hydrogen
bonds (red dashed lines). (e) Interfacial thermal conductance for case (b), (c) and (d).
1.1.5

Applications of Hydrogen Bonds in Interfaces Design
Both theoretical analysis and experiment have indicated that thermal properties of

heterogeneous materials can be obviously improved by assembling hydrogen bonds onto
their interfaces. Here, hydrogen bonds can serve as a bridge for linking the two
heterogeneous materials. Then the interfacial heat transfer efficiency will be improved as
a result of the developed new pathway and the strengthened original pathway. As shown
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in Figure 1.4, experiment shows that amorphous polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA)
polymer has a low thermal conductivity, about 0.2 W m−1 K −1 55. Instead, carbon nanotubes
has a thermal conductivity within the range of 2000-6600 W m−1 K −1

56

and graphene

shows a super-high thermal conductivity in the range of 4840-5300 W m−1 K −1 at room
temperature

57

. Despite graphene and carbon nanotubes have the superior thermal

conductivity, studies have demonstrated that thermal conductivtiy of polymeric
nanocomposites incorporated carbon nanotubes or graphene is only in the order of 10 W
m−1 K −1, which is much lower than that of their constituents and not improved as much as
our expected 58, 59. Further studies have shown that the drastic discrepancy is attributed to
the high interfacial thermal resistance between polymeric matrix and the embeded
materials

60

. To improve the interfacial thermal conductance, the general route is to

improve the interfacial bonding between the two dissimilar materials, and this is where
hydrogen bonds can play a big role. However, when the interface between graphene and
PMMA is functionalized by different functional groups, as shown in Figure 1.4, studies
show that the interface functionalized with hydroxyl group has the highest thermal
conductance since it forms hydrogen bonds at the interface 38.
1.2 Material Systems and Objectives
In this dissertation, two representative material systems, such as protein secondary
structure and electrode/electrolyte interface in solid-state Li ion battery, will be employed
to demonstrate how hydrogen bonds guide the thermal transport process in nanostructures,
and what role hydrogen bonds play in thermal transfer across material interfaces. For the
protein secondary structure, three typical structures including 310-helix, α-helix and π-helix
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are employed for studying how hydrogen bond configuration affects nanoscale thermal
transport. Besides, the effect of side-chain mass on heat transfer in protein secondary
structures is also considered. For electrode/electrolyte interface in the solid-state Li ion
battery, due to mechanically dissimilar materials across the electrode/electrolyte interface,
it is necessary to explore how hydrogen bonds improve the thermal conductance across
their interfaces. Also, to better understand thermal conductance across the
electrode/electrolyte interface, thermal properties of electrode materials are also considered.
1.2.1

Protein Secondary Structures
The vast functional duties of proteins (from structural building blocks to molecular

recognition, conformational changes, enzyme catalysis, conformational changes,
intermolecular affinities and energy transduction

61-66

) are governed or influenced by

energetic vibrations of the biomolecules. Thus, the connection between protein structures
and the energy flow pathway is a fundamental question that dictates protein functionality
and reactivity. To guide the functionality and reactivity of proteins, the first and foremost
task is to understand the heat transfer process of proteins in bioprocesses.
In addition to their fundamental importance in bioprocesses, proteins present a
virtually unexplored avenue to study the fundamentals of thermal transport in naturally
occurring nanostructured, percolating networks. To date, thermal conduction in biological
materials has often been explored in the context of amorphous solids and evaluated through
comparison with some variations of the so-called “minimum limit to thermal conductivity”
at elevated temperatures as well as data from atomistic molecular dynamics simulations 6771

.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.5. Three isomers of poly-G helices: (a) 310 helix, (b) α-helix and (c) π-helix (cyan
color: the backbone with carbon atoms; blue color: backbone with nitrogen atoms; white
color: side chain with hydrogen atoms; red color: side chain with oxygen atoms; and the
red dashed lines denote the H-bonds).
Numerus efforts have been made to study the energy flow in proteins and its
relationship with protein dynamics

25, 72-76

. Research on heat flow in different structures,

such as peptide helices 75, heme cofactors 76, beta sheets 25 and functionalized materials 77,
78

have been reported in the literature. These reports have shown that the excess of energy

deposited in particular sites can propagate along structures through the covalent backbone
of molecules

75, 78

and also through weaker interactions, such as hydrogen bonds

Hydrogen bonds have been an inexhaustible source of research for decades

79

25, 77

.

. Their role

as stabilizing agents of protein structures have been clearly established 80. Also, they can
modulate the chemical reactivity of proteins 81 and, as has been earlier proposed from the
field of physics, can also serve as energy carriers in protein structures 82. Therefore, how
to mediate their structural determinants is of major importance to improve energy transfer
among different parts of proteins.
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Structurally, Protein “nanowires” as shown in Figure 1.5, differ from many other
inorganic nanowires and nanotubes in that they feature tortuous covalent pathways
“reinforced” by H-bonds as “stiffeners.” Proteins of the same sequence may form different
types of helices depending on how H-bonds are formed in Figure 1.5. In the 310-helix, the
carbonyl group in residue i is H-bonded with the nitrogen in residue i+3, and in the α-helix,
the carbonyl group in residue i is H-bonded with the nitrogen in residue i+4. However, in
the π-helix, the carbonyl group in residue i is H-bonded with the nitrogen in residue i+5.
The different H-bond locations make the 310-helix longer and thinner than its α-helix and
π-helix counterpart. Similar to black/blue phosphorene 83, the two helices must also have
distinct thermal transport characteristics. Nevertheless, the thermal transport mechanism
of proteins with the same amine acid sequence but different hydrogen bond configuration
still remains unknown.
Studies have shown that hydrogen bonds can underpin the thermal transport by
influencing molecular structures, interfacial bonding and phonon transport. Here, three
protein helical isomers including 310-helix, α-helix and π-helix have the same protein
sequence and different hydrogen bond locations. The more tightly “twisted” 310-helix is
hypothesized to have a higher thermal conductivity along the length than α-helix and πhelix. The amorphous phase of the three protein helical isomers will be excluded from our
discussion, despite the fact that they also includes hydrogen bonds. Compared with the 310helix, α-helix and π-helix, the amorphous phase in proteins is typically associated with
more phonon scattering and shorter phonon mean free path, which are expected to
significantly reduce thermal conductivities 84. Furthermore, based on the intimate relation
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between thermal conductivity and elasticity 85, 310-helix, α-helix and π-helix crystals are
assumed to be good thermal conductors. As a result, this dissertation will focus on their
nanocrystals, and their amorphous phase are not considered.
This work will first focus on how different hydrogen bond configurations affect
heat transfer process in proteins with the same amine acid sequence. In addition to this,
being able to manipulate the amine acid sequence of side chains makes it possible to change
the way that hydrogen bonds hold the secondary structures and tune material properties.
Specifically, hydrogen bonds, denoted by N-H…O=C in protein, can be easily designed
between the amino acids. However, it is relatively unknown how heat flow in protein
secondary structures is manipulated by different side-chain groups. Understanding the
underlying transport mechanisms will not only provide novel insights into thermal
properties of proteins and biomaterials, but may also open a new door for designing the
synthetic silk or other proteins 86-88 to achieve desired thermal properties for a wide range

(d)

(c)
Hydrogen bond

(b)

Heat flow

(a)

Hydrogen bond

Grafted polymer

Electrolyte

Electrode

Electrolyte

of biomedical applications.

(e)

(f)
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Figure 1.6. Schematics of (a) a pristine electrode/electrolyte interface, (b) the
electrode/electrolyte interface functionalized by polymer (without hydrogen bonds), and
(c) the electrode/electrolyte interface functionalized by polymers (with hydrogen bonds).
(d) Heat flow without hydrogen bonds. (e) Hypothesized heat flow with hydrogen bonds
providing some new thermal pathways. (f) Heat transfer by hierarchical hydrogen bond
network combining (b) and (c).
1.2.2

Electrode/Electrolyte Nanocomposites
Recently, experiments have shown that interfacial thermal conduction between the

inorganic cathode and the organic electrolyte contributes 88% to the overall thermal
resistance of a Li ion battery; and chemical bridging at the interface leads to four times
reduction in the thermal contact resistance 89. On the other hand, significant efforts have
been made to improve thermal conductivities of polymers by incorporating other materials
with low-dimensions and high thermal conductivities such as graphene
nanotube

59

58

and carbon

. However, thermal conductivities of such composites were found to be

significantly lower than expectations by the effective medium theory 90, 91, mainly due to
the high interfacial thermal resistance on the order of 10-8 m2 K / W 92, 93 caused by phonon
scattering 94, 95. Techniques using covalent 96 and non-covalent interactions 97-99 have been
introduced to improve interfacial thermal conduction. At the interfaces, heat flow is
inhibited due to weak interfacial interactions. To facilitate thermal transport across the
interfaces, enormous efforts have been made including grafting polymer chains

89 100

and

tailoring phonon modes with functionalization 101.
In this work, Lithium cobalt oxide (LiCoO2) and polyethylene oxide (PEO) are
respectively chosen as the electrode and electrolyte. At the pristine electrode/electrolyte
interface (Figure 1.6a), the van der Waals interaction (Figure 1.6d) between the electrode
and electrolyte controls heat transfer across the interface, while conduction is inefficient
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due to the weak van der Waals interaction. To reinforce the vibrational coupling between
the electrode and electrolyte, polymer chains (Figure 1.6b) with different functional groups
will be incorporated to electrode surfaces. These polymer chains with different functional
groups are used for functionalizing the electrode surface, serving as “molecular bridges”
between the electrolyte and electrode to improve the interfacial thermal conduction.
Morphology for these functional polymer chains is governed by their length and stiffness.
Recent advances in surface functional groups, particularly covalent modifications, permit
persistent alteration of the interfaces. The study will provide additional insights to extend
the application of low-dimensional materials, and open an avenue to engineer hydrogenbonded supramolecular carbon structures for new properties that are otherwise not
achievable 102-104.
Our hypothesis is that hydrogen bonds can reinforce the nanoscale thermal transport
normal to the material interface (Figure 1.6c) by developing some new pathways to
conduct heat (Figure 1.6e). By incorporating polymer-functionalized electrode materials
(Figure 1.6b) and hydrogen-bonded interfaces (Figure 1.6c), a hierarchical design concept
will be proposed as illustrated in Figure 1.6f. Some key parameters including the chain
length, chain morphology, chain type and number of hydrogen bonds will be optimized for
obtaining the desirable thermal properties.
1.3 Significance of the Proposed Research
Our research efforts will yield new physical insights into the role of hydrogen bonds
in nanoscale thermal transport through hydrogen-bonded materials including proteins,
polymers, and nanocomposite interfaces. Material designs that garner the improved
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fundamental understanding may lead to novel synthetic proteins, and nanocomposites with
tunable thermal properties. Thermally conductive materials with better biocompatibility
may solve some key issues in cancer treatment

105

and nanoelectronics 106. The improved

understanding of the thermal transport phenomena will accelerate design stability,
development, and deployment. The obtained knowledge will enrich the understanding of
hydrogen bond physics, nanoscale thermal transport, allosteric communication pathways
in protein, and thermal mangagement in Li ion battery.
1.4 Structural Organization of This Dissertation
This dissertation is constructed in the form of multi-papers. Each chapter displayed
as follows either has been published as a paper in one journal or has been submitted as a
paper in a journal. References are listed by chapters and placed at the end. Supplementary
materials of each chapter are exhibited at the end of this dissertation according to the order
of chapters.
A summary of each chapter is stated as follows, each of which will be described in
more detail in the upcoming sections of this dissertation. Chapter 2 investigates the thermal
properties of an electrode material (lithium cobalt oxide) as the monocrystal, polycrystal,
and at grain boundaries. Chapter 3 focuses on improving the thermal conductance across
the electrode/electrolyte interface by using a hierarchical hydrogen bonds network. Chapter
4 mainly explores how hydrogen bond configurations affect nanoscale thermal transport in
helical protein nanotubes such as the 310-helix, α-helix and π-helix nanocrystals in protein
secondary structures. The effects of side-chain mass on thermal transport in hydrogen-
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bonded protein systems are discussed in Chapter 5. Finally, conclusions and
recommendations of future work are summerized in Chapter 6.
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THERMAL TRANSPORT IN MONOCRYSTALLINE AND POLYCRYSTALLINE
LITHIUM COBALT OXIDE
2.1 Abstract
Efficient heat dissipation in batteries is important for the thermal management
against thermal runway and chemical instability at elevated temperatures. Nevertheless,
thermal transport processes in battery materials have not been well understood especially
considering their complicated microstructures. In this study, lattice thermal transport in
lithium cobalt oxide (LiCoO2), a popular cathode material for lithium ion batteries, is
investigated via molecular dynamics-based approaches and thermal resistance models. The
LiCoO2 single-crystal is shown to have thermal conductivities in the order of 100 W m-1
K-1 with strong anisotropy, temperature dependence, and size effects. By comparison, the
polycrystalline LiCoO2 is more isotropic with much lower thermal conductivities. The
difference is caused by random grain orientations, thermal resistance of grain boundaries,
and size-dependent intra-grain thermal conductivities that are unique to polycrystals. The
grain boundary thermal conductance is calculated to be in the range of 7.16 - 25.21 GW m2

K-1. The size effects of intra-grain thermal conductivities are described by two empirical

equations. Considering all of these effects, two thermal resistance models are formed to
predict the thermal conductivity of polycrystalline LiCoO2. The two models predict
consistent thermal conductivity–grain size relationship that agrees well with molecular



He, J., Zhang, L., and Liu, L., 2019, "Thermal transport in monocrystalline and
polycrystalline lithium cobalt oxide," Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics, 21(23), pp.
12192-12200.
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dynamics simulation results. The insights revealed by this study may facilitate future
efforts of battery materials design for improved thermal management.
2.2 Introduction
The Li-ion battery has been widely used in electronic devices, electric vehicles and
many other consumer products and engineering systems for energy storage 1. Among the
four essential components of Li-ion batteries (i.e. cathode, anode, electrolyte and
electrolyte), the cathode plays a key role in determining the capacity and voltage of
batteries, for which lithium cobalt oxide (LiCoO2) has been a popular choice. Despite the
many advantages including excellent energy density, power density, stability and the long
cycle life 2, LiCoO2 has a drawback of relatively low thermal conductivities, which may
potentially cause inefficient heat dissipation leading to thermal runaway and chemical
instability at elevated temperatures. Hence, it is of great importance to study thermal
transport mechanisms in LiCoO2 to gain more physical insights and to guide materials
design for improved thermal properties.
Despite the importance, thermal transport processes in LiCoO2 and other electrode
materials are relatively underexplored except a few recent studies

3, 4

. Many electrode

materials share a common characteristic in that they have polycrystalline microstructures.
LiCoO2 in Li-ion batteries, for example, consist of grains with the size of 10-100 nm
according to some experimental work

5, 6

. The repetitive grain boundaries are thermal

transport barriers as they scatter energy carriers and adversely affect the thermal
conductivity. The grain boundary scattering, together with the randomly oriented grains
and the size effect associated with intra-grain thermal conductivities, makes thermal
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transport processes in polycrystalline materials fundamentally different from that in their
monocrystalline counterparts. As such, heat transfer in polycrystalline materials has
attracted much attention with applications to silicon

7-9

, diamond 9, argon

10

, graphene

11

and metallic films 12; and grain design has been an effective approach for tuning thermal
properties of materials 13. Several models 14-17 have been developed to quantify and predict
thermal conduction in polycrystals considering the effects of grain boundaries and grain
sizes. These models allow accurate extrapolative predictions of thermal conductivities for
polycrystals of larger grains based on the data of nanocrystalline solids. The scale-bridging
models enable the use of molecular dynamics in such studies despite its length scale
limitations.
Using two molecular dynamics-based computational techniques and thermal
resistance models, this work systematically investigates nanoscale thermal transport
processes in LiCoO2 considering its monocrystal and polycrystal forms (insets of Figure
2.1a, b). The study of monocrystalline LiCoO2 reveals the anisotropy and temperature
dependence of its thermal conductivities with a discussion on the intrinsic size effects. The
study of polycrystalline LiCoO2 quantifies how grain size impacts on the thermal
conductivity in the nanocrystalline regime. The grain boundary as an important structural
component of polycrystalline LiCoO2 is also studied to understand its thermal resistance
for different grain orientations. All these results are integrated in two thermal resistance
models for verification. Calibrated against molecular dynamics simulation results, both
models provide consistent quantitative predictions of the thermal conductivity of
polycrystalline LiCoO2 in the full range of grain size variance.
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Figure 2.1. Representative normalized HCACF profiles of (a) a monocrystalline LiCoO2
model with the box size of 5.91 ×5.85 ×5.62 nm3 and (b) a polycrystalline LiCoO2 model
with the box size of 5.91 ×5.85 ×5.62 nm3. Both HCACF profiles are along the x-direction
or [100] for the monocrystal at 300 K. Only the first 15 ps is shown despite the total
correlation time of 0.2 ns. Inset of (a) shows a side view along [010] and a 3D view of the
monocrystal model. Inset of (b) shows a 3D view of the polycrystal model. (c) Raw results
of the thermal conductivity by integrating the HCACF in (a), which does not converge. (d)
Running average of the raw data leads to converging thermal conductivity.
2.3 Models and Methods
2.3.1

3D Voronoi Tessellation
Polycrystalline LiCoO2 models were constructed by using the 3D Voronoi

tessellation method

18, 19

, which has been widely used for polycrystal modeling. Given a

unit cell size for the polycrystal and a target number of grains in the unit cell, grains were
randomly generated using the LiCoO2 crystal structure as the structural seed. For instance,
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to obtain the polycrystalline LiCoO2 structure with an average grain size of about 3 nm, a
simulation box of 5.91 × 5.85 × 5.62 nm3 was first divided into 8 equal cuboids and a
Voronoi point was randomly generated within each of these cuboids. Then, grains
boundaries were formed as planes normal to the lines linking neighboring Voronoi points.
The polyhedrons bounded by these planar grain boundaries were considered as grains of
the polycrystalline material. Each grain was then filled by the LiCoO2 single-crystal
structure at random orientations. The polycrystalline model was made fully periodical to
make lattice orientation and structure both continuous across all boundaries of the
simulation box. Local atomic structures at grain boundaries were further fine-tuned to fix
atoms that were too close to each other (with a distance < 0.1 nm) and also to keep charges
neutral

10

. The LiCoO2 model formed through these steps can be found in the inset of

Figure 2.1b.
2.3.2

Molecular Dynamics (MD)
The LiCoO2 ionic crystal was modelled by interatomic interaction along with a

core-shell model to obtain reasonable dielectric constants 20, 21. The interatomic interaction
energy for LiCoO2 considers three terms to account for the repulsive, attractive and longrange Coulomb’s forces:

 rij
U ij  rij   Aij exp  
 
 ij

 Cij QiQ j
  6 
rij
 rij

(2.1)

Here, rij is the distance between two interacting atoms, Qi and Qj are charges on these atoms,
and Aij, ρij and Cij are parameters of the potential model. The interatomic interaction is
complemented by a dipolar core-shell model applied on all cobalt and oxygen ions. Each
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of these ions is described by a massless shell with a fractional charge Y and an atomic core
with the rest of charge Q-Y. The core and shell are linked by a spring with the spring
constant of kcs. The contribution of each core-shell pair to the total energy is described by:

Ecs ( si ) 

1
kcs si2
2

(2.2)

where si denotes the core-shell distance for atom i. For atoms represented by the core-shell
model, the repulsive and attractive terms of Eq. (2.1) only act on the shells, while the
Coulomb’s term act on both cores and shells. Note that the Coulomb’s interaction between
core and shell of the same atom is excluded. Therefore, the total potential energy of the
system takes the form of:

U total  U ij 
i j



iCo,O

Ecs

(2.3)

All molecular dynamics simulations were performed using LAMMPS 22 with a time
step of 1.0 fs. The short-range terms were truncated at 12 Å. The long-range Coulomb’s
interaction was calculated by the particle–particle particle-mesh (PPPM) method with a
root mean square accuracy of 10−6. Periodic boundary conditions were applied along all
directions. Using the force field, MD calculations predict that LiCoO2 has the elastic
moduli of 325.03 GPa, 302.09 GPa and 256.86 GPa along the three primary directions,
which agree well with DFT calculations 23-25 and experimental data 26.
2.3.3

Equilibrium Molecular Dynamics (EMD)
Based on the fluctuation-dissipation theorem, the Green-Kubo method is an

effective MD-based approach to calculate thermal conductivities of bulk materials.
According to the Green-Kubo theory, the thermal conductivity tensor is proportional to a
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time integral of the heat current autocorrelation function (HCACF). For example, the
thermal conductivity along the i-th (i = x, y, z) direction can be computed by: 27

i 

1
Vk BT 2





0

 J i  0  J i  t  dt

(2.4)

where T is the temperature, kB is the Boltzmann constant, V is the domain volume, Ji(t) is
the time-dependent heat current along the i-th direction, and 〈∙〉 represents the ensemble
average. The heat flux is given by: 28
J   Ei v i   F i j  v i v j r
i
i j

ij

(2.5)

where vi is the velocity of atom i, Fij is the force on atom i exerted by its neighboring atom
j, and rij is the relative position vector. Here, the total energy associated with the i-th atom,
Ei, is expressed by

Ei 

1
1
mi vi2  U ij
2
2 i j

(2.6)

where mi is the atomic mass, and Uij is the potential function defined in Eq. (2.1). To
prepare a structure for EMD simulation, the system was first equilibrated in NPT at 300 K
and 0 atm for 2 ns. The system was then simulated in NVE for 6.5 ns, with the first 2.5 ns
to achieve the steady state and the rest 4 ns for thermal conductivity calculations. To
calculate thermal conductivities, a long correlation time of 0.2 ns was used in which 20000
samples of the ensemble average were obtained. Each production run of 4 ns contained 20
calculations of the integral of HCACF. Results from these calculations were averaged to
reduce uncertainties.
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2.3.4

Non-Equilibrium Molecular Dynamics (RNEMD)
RNEMD29 was used in this study to calculate: (1) interfacial thermal conductance

across grain boundaries; and (2) thermal conductivity of a bulk material. The interfacial
thermal conductance, G, was calculated by

G

J
T

(2.7)

where J is the steady-state heat flux and T is the temperature drop across the grain boundary.
The thermal conductivity of a bulk material along the heat flux direction (e.g. the zdirection) was calculated by

  L 

J
dT / dz

(2.8)

where dT / dz is the temperature gradient and J is the heat flux. The calculated  is shown
as a function of L, i.e. model length along the heat flux direction, because NEMD results
are known to have prominent length effects
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. The simulation box was divided into

multiple slabs along the heat flux direction. Heat flow was generated by exchanging atomic
kinetic energy between the hottest atom in heat sink and the coldest atom in heat source at
specified intervals. A virtual elastic collision model was employed to maintain momentum
and energy conservation during velocity swapping. At the steady state, heat flux was
calculated by
J

E
2tA

(2.9)

where A is the cross-sectional area, ΔE is the average energy exchange per swap, t is the
time interval between swaps, and the factor of “2” accounts for the two thermal transport
paths form heat source to heat sink. To prepare a structure for RNEMD simulation, the
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systems were first optimized by conjugate gradient, then equilibrated in NPT at 300 K and
0 atm for 0.5 ns. To relax atomic structures at grain boundaries, relevant systems were
heated up in NPT from 300 K to 500 K in 0.5 ns, equilibrated at 500 K and 0 atm for 0.5
ns, cooled down to 300 K in 0.5 ns, and then equilibrated at 300 K and 0 atm for 0.5 ns.
Finally, the systems were simulated in NVE for 4 ns. The first 2 ns was to reach the steady
state, and the latter 2 ns was the production run.
2.4 Results and Discussion
2.4.1

Heat Current Autocorrelation
Reliable thermal conductivity calculations via EMD require convergence of the

system to the steady state, which can be characterized by the normalized heat current
autocorrelation function (HCACF). Figure 2.1a, b plots the normalized HCACF for two
examples of the monocrystalline and polycrystalline LiCoO2, respectively. In both plots,
the normalized HCACF decays rapidly within the first couple of picoseconds. The speed
of convergence is similar in the other EMD cases performed in this study. Therefore, the
correlation time of 0.2 ns is sufficient for accurate thermal conductivity calculations.
Compared with the monocrystalline LiCoO2, the polycrystalline LiCoO2 shows faster
convergence in the HCACF. This can be explained by the fact that the convergence time
of HCACF is proportional to the phonon mean free path or phonon relaxation time.30 In
the polycrystalline structure, phonons are dispersed across grain boundaries making the
phonon mean free path restricted by the grain size. This lowers the phonon mean free path
leading to faster convergence in the polycrystalline LiCoO2.
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An important characteristic of the HCACF of both monocrystalline and
polycrystalline LiCoO2 is the unmonotonous decay in the converging regime. Previous
EMD studies on other materials have demonstrated two different kinds of decay in the
HCACF. Some materials including silicon 9, 31 and argon 10, 32 show monotonous decay in
the positive quadrant, while some others including quartz
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show large oscillations

between the positive and the negative as the absolute value decays. The LiCoO2 falls into
the second category. The large oscillations during convergence are due to the optical
phonons

33

and even after convergence, there exist small oscillations or noises in the

HCACF. Such oscillations make direct integration unsuitable for thermal conductivity
calculations. Alternatively, McGaughey et al. proposed an approach that uses the running
average to calculate thermal conductivities.
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Figure 2.1c plots the thermal conductivity

calculated by Eq. (2.4) using the autocorrelation data shown in Figure 2.1a. Due to
oscillations present in the autocorrelation data, the predicted thermal conductivity does not
converge with time. The raw data was then treated by the running average at intervals of
200 fs. Figure 2.1d shows the raw data in grey and the treated data in black. Apparently
the treated data has much less oscillations with a flat segment indicating convergence. An
average in the convergence region gives a more accurate prediction of the thermal
conductivity. This approach was applied to all EMD-based thermal conductivity
calculations in this study for both monocrystalline and polycrystalline LiCoO2.
2.4.2

Thermal Conductivities of Monocrystalline LiCoO2
This section studies the effects of three parameters (i.e. size, direction and

temperature) on the thermal conductivity of monocrystalline LiCoO2. Most of the results
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will be generated by EMD, and they will be verified against RNEMD calculations. Thermal
conductivities calculated by the Green-Kubo approach are known to have size effects. In
small unit cells, phonons of longer wavelengths are prohibited which offsets thermal
conductivity predictions. This effect will become insignificant when the unit cell is
sufficiently large to include all important phonon modes.
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Figure 2.2. (a) Thermal conductivity of monocrystalline LiCoO2 at 300 K along [100],
[010] and [001] for four unit structures of increasing sizes. (b) Thermal conductivity of
monocrystalline LiCoO2 at different temperatures for the unit structure of 5.91 × 5.85 ×
5.62 nm3. Each data point is an average of the conductivities calculated from 20
independent simulations, with errors bars showing the standard deviation.
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To understand this effect, four monocrystalline LiCoO2 models of different sizes
were simulated, including 3.94 × 3.90 × 4.22 nm3, 5.91 × 5.85 × 5.62 nm3, 8.16 × 8.29 ×
8.43 nm3 and 10.14 × 10.24 × 11.24 nm3 which correspond to 14 × 8 × 3, 21 × 12 × 4, 29
× 17 × 6 and 36 × 21 × 8 repetitive unit cells in the simulation box. The three axes of the
simulation box are aligned with the principle directions of the LiCoO2 crystal, e.g. the xaxis along [100]. Figure 2.2a plots thermal conductivities of the four LiCoO2 unit
structures along all the three primary directions. Each data point is an average of the
conductivities calculated from 20 independent simulations, with errors bars showing
standard deviation. The thermal conductivity is found to increase with size along all
directions with the tendency to converge. The convergence is caused by involvement of
more phonon modes in larger simulation structures.
From Figure 2.2a, the thermal conductivity converges with the simulation box of
8.16 × 8.29 × 8.43 nm3 since the calculation with a larger simulation box yields similar
results. The converged thermal conductivity, 𝜿𝟎 , is 147.02 ±12.5 W m-1 K-1, 141.52 ±10.9
W m-1 K-1 and 100.62 ± 14.1 W m-1 K-1 along the three directions of LiCoO2. Using the
phonon kinetic theory, the phonon mean free path, λ, can be estimated by

1
 0  Cv
3

(2.10)

where C is the specific heat and v is the velocity of phonons which can be estimated by the
sound velocity in the material.34 Based on previous experiments,35 sound velocities of
LiCoO2 along the longitudinal and transverse directions are 6961 m/s and 4088 m/s,
respectively. An average gives v = 5045.67 m/s. The specific heat was calculated to be C
= 70.52 J K-1 mol-1 at 300 K using the density functional theory 24. Based on these results
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and the mean values of 𝜿0 , Eq. (2.10) gives the phonon mean free path of 55.11 nm, 53.04
nm and 37.71 nm along the three direction at 300 K.
Based on the results, the thermal conductivity of monocrystalline LiCoO2 is
anisotropic with the ranking of [100] > [010] > [001]. This is consistent with the lattice
structure of LiCoO2. The LiCoO2 solid is a layered structure composed of monovalent Li+
layers and anionic Co and O layers alternating along the [001] direction (see inset of Figure
2.1a for detail). Phonons experience strong scattering as they transport through the
alternating layers in such a “composite” layered structure, which lowers the thermal
conductivity along [001]. By comparison, the atomic structure is relatively more consistent
within the plane of layers, causing thermal conductivities along the two in-plane directions
(i.e. [100] and [010]) comparable with each other and higher than that along [001]. In
addition to the anisotropy, thermal conductivities of LiCoO2 are also found to depend on
temperature. As shown in Figure 2.2b, the thermal conductivity drops by about 60.33%
from 300 °C to 400 °C, and decreases further by about 53.31% from 400 °C to 500 °C. In
most single crystals, thermal conduction at elevated temperatures is increasingly
influenced by the phonon-phonon Umklapp scattering, which lowers the thermal
conductivity 36, 37.
The EMD results were further verified by RNEMD for monocrystalline LiCoO2 at
300 K. Due to the setup of RNEMD, it can only calculate the thermal conductivity along
one direction at a time, and this verification considers [001]. Another important
characteristic of RNEMD is that its results have strong dependency on model length along
the direction of interest. One reason is the constraints imposed by the finite model size on
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phonons of longer wavelengths, similar to that in EMD. Another reason unique to RNEMD
is caused by the varying temperature within the model leading to enhanced phonon
scattering. The latter explains why for most materials, RNEMD has much more significant
size effects than EMD.
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Figure 2.3. Size effects associated with the thermal conductivity of monocrystalline
LiCoO2 along the [001] direction. The curve plots the empirical equation Eq. (2.11) using
𝜿0 and 𝜆 from converged EMD calculations. The shared area is bounded by two similar
curves of Eq. (2.11) considering the standard deviation of 𝜿0 . The three dotted lines are
the upper limit of these three curves. Green circles are RNEMD simulation results with
different lengths along [001].
Based on many previous studies, the length effect of RNEMD is well characterized
by the empirical equation proposed by Schelling et al. 30 which takes the form of

1
1  
   1
  L 0  L 

(2.11)

where 𝜿 is the length-dependent thermal conductivity, L is the model length along the
direction of interest, 𝜿𝟎 = 𝜿𝑳→∞ is the thermal conductivity at the infinite length or when
the length effect does not play a role, and λ is the phonon mean free path. The verification
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was done by comparing length-dependent RNEMD results with the -L relationship
predicted by Eq. (2.10) using 𝜿𝟎 and λ from the EMD calculations. Quantitatively, along
the direction of interest, i.e. [001], EMD gives 𝜿𝟎 = 100.62 W m-1 K-1 and λ = 37.71 nm.
With these two numbers, Eq. (2.11) is plotted in Figure 2.3 which shows excellent
agreement with the RNEMD results. Note that the plot of Eq. (2.11) in Figure 2.3 also
considers the uncertainties associated with 𝜿𝟎 . The thick red line shows the prediction
made with the mean value of 𝜿𝟎 , while the red shaded area shows the variance bounded
by predictions made considering the standard deviation of 𝜿𝟎 . The RNEMD results are
shown as green circles for the model length of 9.84 nm, 19.68 nm and 39.35 nm along the
[001] direction. In the RNEMD simulation, transverse dimensions along [100] and [010]
were set as 3.38 nm and 3.41 nm, respectively, which were large enough to not affect
thermal conductivity calculations along [001]. Due to the prominent size effects associated
with RNEMD, thermal conductivities predicted with the given lengths are from 6.69 W m1

K-1 to 21.01 W m-1 K-1, far below 𝜿𝟎 . However, the agreement shown in Figure 2.3

suggest excellent consistency between the two approaches.
2.4.3

Grain Boundary Thermal Conductance
RNEMD was employed to study thermal transport across grain boundaries in

polycrystalline LiCoO2. A typical simulation model is shown in Figure 2.4a which
contains two grains. The two grains were assumed to have the same size, d, which was
varied among 5 nm, 10 nm and 20 nm. One grain was rotated with respect to the other to
represent different grain orientations in polycrystals. The rotation can be characterized by
two parameters, i.e. the rotation direction and the rotation or tilt angle. This study considers
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Figure 2.4. (a) A representative model for grain boundary thermal conductance
calculations (blue spheres: cobalt; red spheres: oxygen; pink spheres: lithium). (b) Left:
temperature profile of the computational system from the RNEMD simulation. Right: A
temperature jump is identified across the grain boundary. (c) Five grain boundaries with
different tilt angle including 15º,30º,45º,60ºand 75ºabout the y-axis. (d) Grain boundary
thermal conductance versus the tilt angle and grain size for different tilt orientations about
the (d) x-axis, (e) y-axis and (f) z-axis. (g) Effect of temperature on the interfacial thermal
conductance for three tilt angles about the z-axis.
five tilt angles including 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°and 75°(Figure 2.4c) about the three primary
axes. For each grain boundary, the RNEMD simulation leads to a temperature profile as
illustrated in Figure 2.4b. The temperature profile is almost linear in each of the grains
except for the nonlinear regions near the heat source and the heat sink. At the grain
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boundary, a temperature “jump”, T, is identified which is correlated with the grain
boundary thermal conductance.
The resulting thermal conductance is plotted in Figure 2.4d-f for tilts about the x,
y and z-axis, respectively. Interestingly, the tilt direction does not show significant impact
on the grain boundary thermal conductance. Instead, the tilt angle plays the most important
role. As the tilt angle increases from 0°to 90°, the grain boundary thermal conductance
first decreases almost linearly and then increases, attaining its minimum when the tilt angle
equals to 45°. Use the data for d = 20 nm as an example. The grain boundary thermal
conductance is 21.53 GW m-2 K-1 when the tilt is at 15°about the x-axis, and it drops by
50% to 10.28 GW m-2 K-1 when the tilt is at 45°. Indeed, among all tilt angles under
investigation, 45°leads to the most defects at the grain boundary, and gives the most
different lattice structures along the direction of heat current between the two grains. Both
factors cause significant phonon scattering and drastically increase thermal resistance. In
addition to the tilt angle, the grain size is also found to influence the grain boundary thermal
conductance, due to the same reasons that cause the size effects of RNEMD as shown in
Figure 2.4. Overall, the grain boundary thermal conductance of LiCoO2 is 7.16 ~ 25.21
GW m-2 K-1 considering all cases investigated in this study.
Further, effect of temperature is explored by using a representative microstructure
with the grain size of 10 nm, three selected tile angles about the z-axis including 15°, 30°
and 45°, and three temperatures including 300 K, 400 K and 500 K. As shown in Figure
2.4g, temperature does not show obvious impact on the interfacial thermal conductance, in
agreement with previous theoretical studies 38-40.
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Figure 2.5. (a) Thermal conductivities of three polycrystalline LiCoO2 models at 300 K.
All three models shown in the insets have 8 grains randomly generated in a box of 3.94 ×
̅, for five
3.90 × 4.22 nm3. (b) Average thermal conductivity of polycrystalline LiCoO2, 𝜿
models of different box sizes and numbers of grains. Insets show the five unit structures.
Their grain sizes are 2.01 nm, 1.93 nm, 2.90 nm, 2.07 nm and 4.15 nm, respectively
2.4.4

Thermal Conductivities of Polycrystalline LiCoO2
Thermal conductivities were calculated for polycrystalline LiCoO2 using unit

structures randomly generated by 3D Voronoi Tessellation. Due to the randomness in unit
structure sampling, it is important to understand how much variation the predicted thermal
conductivity has due to the structural randomness. For this purpose, three simulation boxes
were generated with the same box size of 3.94 × 3.90 × 4.22 nm3 and the same number of
grains (eight). Their thermal conductivities are shown in Figure 2.5a. Although 8 is not a
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large number of grains, the predicted thermal conductivities already show some isotropy
due to the averaging effects caused by randomly oriented grains. The largest conductivity
is only about 8-9% higher than the lowest for the same model. The isotropy is expected to
be more apparent when more grains are present in the model. Due to the demonstrated
̅, will be considered in
isotropy, thermal conductivity averaged from the three directions, 𝜿
̅ shows very small sample variance as the unit
following discussion. Importantly, 𝜿
̅ is found as 4.06,
structure changes. For the three unit structures under investigation, 𝜿
3.97 and 3.94 W m-1 K-1, respectively, with differences below 3%. The sample variance is
also expected to decrease with the number of grains.
̅ of five representative unit structures of LiCoO2 with different
Figure 2.5b shows 𝜿
box sizes and grain sizes. Model A has 8 grains in the box of 3.94 ×3.90 ×4.22 nm3. Model
B has 27 grains and model C has 8 grains, both in the box of 5.91 ×5.85 ×5.62 nm3. Model
D has 64 grains and model E has 8 grains, both in the box of 8.16 × 8.29 × 8.43 nm 3. The
grain sizes, d, of these five unit structures are 2.01 nm, 1.93 nm, 2.90 nm, 2.07 nm and 4.15
nm, respectively. There are two important findings:
(1) Models A, B and D have comparable grain sizes of approximately 2 nm, and their
thermal conductivities are 4.06, 4.89 and 4.96 W m-1 K-1, respectively. On one hand,
these results are very close, suggesting the important role of grain size. On the other
hand, the increasing trend matches well with the size effect revealed in Figure 2.2a
for monocrystalline LiCoO2. Indeed, as the number of grains increases from 8 (A) to
27 (B) and finally to 64 (D), the simulation box size increases. This allows phonons
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of longer wavelengths to participate in heat transfer, leading to higher thermal
conductivities.
(2) Models A, C and E feature increasing grain sizes, and their thermal conductivities are
4.06, 6.89 and 9.08 W m-1 K-1, respectively. The results, again, show the important
role of grain size – the larger grain size, the higher thermal conductivity. The grain
size effect will be elucidated in the next section using two thermal resistance models.
It deserves mentioning that the grains in any polycrystal have a distribution in size.
As the present study mainly focuses on the effect of average grain size on the thermal
conductivity of LiCoO2, some studies in the literature have revealed that the grain size
distribution also plays a role. In general, polycrystals with fine grains may have higher
thermal conductivities when the grain size is more widely distributed; and such an effect
is reduced as the average grain size increases. Using polycrystalline h-BN as an example
41

, when the average grain size is about 1 nm, the thermal conductivity with non-uniform

grains is about 15% higher than that with uniform grains. The difference drops below 1%
when the average grain size exceeds 200 nm. Similar trend is expected for other
polycrystals including LiCoO2. With fine grains, the grain boundaries dominate in thermal
resistance and heat may be conducted along paths that connect larger grains to reduce
thermal resistance. The effect is eliminated when the grain size is sufficiently large so that
the intra-grain thermal resistance dominates.
2.4.5

Thermal Resistance Models
Polycrystalline and monocrystalline LiCoO2 are shown to have thermal

conductivities that are 1-2 orders of magnitude different. The discrepancy is caused by the
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many grain boundaries in polycrystals that resist thermal conduction. This section
discusses two thermal resistance models that integrate thermal conductivities of the
polycrystal and monocrystal along with the thermal conductance of grain boundaries. The
purposes are two folds. First, the model involves all results presented in previous sections
for the monocrystal, polycrystal and grain boundaries. It will therefore serve as a
verification of computational results of this study. Second, the polycrystals considered in
the EMD calculations are limited to having nanoscale grains but realistic polycrystalline
LiCoO2 usually have larger grains. This issue can be solved by the thermal resistance
models as they work for polycrystals of any grain sizes.
Simplifying the polycrystal as a linear set of grains with equal lengths connected
with grain boundaries, thermal resistance model 15 gives

d

 poly



d

 grain



1
Ggb

(2.12)

where 𝜿𝒑𝒐𝒍𝒚 and 𝜿𝒈𝒓𝒂𝒊𝒏 are thermal conductivities of the polycrystal and the grain,
respectively, GGB is the grain boundary thermal conductance, and d is the grain size. It is
important to note that 𝜿𝒈𝒓𝒂𝒊𝒏 is not 𝜿𝟎 which is the thermal conductivity of the
monocrystal. Due to the finite size of grains, 𝜿𝒈𝒓𝒂𝒊𝒏 has a size effect which can be
approximately described by Eq. (2.11). Due to randomly oriented grains in the polycrystal,
̅̅̅,
𝜿𝟎 in the equation is approximated by 𝜿
𝟎 which is an average of thermal conductivities
along the three directions for monocrystalline LiCoO2. Based on the converged values from
the EMD simulation, ̅̅̅
𝜿𝟎 = 129.72 W m-1 K-1. Similarly, 𝝀 is approximated by 𝝀̅ which is
48.62 nm. Use model E in Figure 2.5 which has 8 grains in a box of 8.16 × 8.29 × 8.43
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nm3 as an example. Eq. (2.11) gives 𝜿𝒈𝒓𝒂𝒊𝒏 = 10.16 W m-1 K-1 with L = d = 4.15 nm.
Subsequently, Eq. (2.12) gives Ggb = 20.43 GW m-2 K-1 given that the average thermal
conductivity of the polycrystal is 𝜿𝒑𝒐𝒍𝒚 = 9.08 W m-1 K-1 based on the EMD results. The
result of grain boundary thermal conductance is well within the range of 7.16 ~ 25.21 GW
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m-2 K-1 predicted by RNEMD, which verifies the results of this study.
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Figure 2.6. Average thermal conductivity, 𝜿
The red line plots Eq. (2.12) with the size effects described by Eq. (2.11). The blue dashdotted line plots Eq. (2.13), which is fitted using the EMD results (green circles). Both
̅̅̅,
models predict the thermal conductivity of polycrystalline LiCoO2 and converge to 𝜿
𝟎 the
average thermal conductivity of monocrystalline LiCoO2 (red dashed line).
A more recent model 17 expresses 𝜅𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 as 𝐶𝑣𝜆𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 /3 following Eq. (2.10) and
uses the Matthiessen’s rule
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−1
−1
of 𝜆𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛
= 𝜆−1
0 + 𝜆𝑔𝑏 where 𝜆𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 and 𝜆𝑔𝑏 are phonon

mean free path of the grain and the additional phonon mean free path caused by grain
boundaries. Assuming 𝜆𝑔𝑏 scales with

 poly 

𝛼

, the model takes the form of

 0 1   d  

1   0 1   d   Ggb d 

(2.13)
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where α is a fitting parameter. The fitting is based on EMD results of the thermal
conductivity for polycrystals of various grain sizes. For each polycrystal model, 𝜿𝒑𝒐𝒍𝒚 is
calculated by averaging thermal conductivities along the three directions and d is the
̅̅̅𝟎 and 𝝀̅. Ggb is approximated
corresponding grain size. 𝜿𝟎 and 𝝀 are approximated by 𝜿
as 16 GW m-2 K-1, which is right in the middle of the range calculated by RNEMD. The
fitting gives α = 0.9961 for LiCoO2 with a correlation factor of 0.95. The equation with
this α is plotted in Figure 2.6 as the blue dash-dotted line, while the EMD data used for
fitting is shown by green circles. As the grain size increases, the predicted 𝜿𝒑𝒐𝒍𝒚
approaches ̅̅̅.
𝜿𝟎 Similar prediction can also be made by the first model using Eq. (2.12)
together with Eq. (2.11) and the same Ggb = 16 GW m-2 K-1. The resulting 𝜿𝒑𝒐𝒍𝒚 is plotted
in Figure 2.6 as the red solid line. Both models give excellent agreement with each other.
A recent experimental work measured the thermal conductivity of polycrystalline
LiCoO2 as 5.4 W m-1 K-1 26. The cross-sectional high-resolution transmission electron
microscopy (HRTEM) image

26

shows that the average grain size is below 10 nm.

Assuming a grain size of 5 nm, our model shown in Eq. (2.13) predicts the thermal
conductivity of 10.45 W m-1 K-1. The difference is attributable to imperfections present in
the sample due to the relatively low annealing temperature of 500 °C 26.
2.5 Conclusions
To summarize, this work uses the MD simulation in combination with thermal
resistance models to understand thermal transport in monocrystalline and polycrystalline
LiCoO2 and across its grain boundaries. The monocrystalline LiCoO2 shows anisotropic
thermal conductivities of 147.02 ± 12.5 W m-1 K-1, 141.52 ± 10.9 W m-1 K-1 and 100.62 ±
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14.1 W m-1 K-1 along the three primary lattice directions, with the lowest along the direction
where the lithium layers and the cobalt oxide layers alternate. The thermal conductivities
is dependent on temperature, decreasing by about 60.33% from 300 °C to 400 °C and by
about 53.31% from 400 °C to 500 °C. Additionally, strong size effects are identified which
can be well characterized by Eq. (2.11) indicating a 1/𝜅 − 1/𝐿 correlation. For
polycrystalline LiCoO2, the thermal conductivity becomes more isotropic and the dominant
factor among others is the grain size. As the grain size varies from 2 nm to 4 nm, the thermal
conductivity is increased from about 4.06 W m-1 K-1 to 9.08 W m-1 K-1. The revealed grain
size dependence is fundamentally due to two reasons, i.e. size effects of intra-grain thermal
conductivities and thermal resistance of grain boundaries. In studying the grain boundary
thermal resistance, one of the two grains forming the grain boundary is rotated to sample
different relative orientations as seen in realistic grain boundaries. The axis about which
the grain is rotated does not show significant influence. Rather, the tilt angle plays a
dominant role, making the grain boundary thermal conductance vary in a wide range of
7.16 ~ 25.21 GW m-2 K-1. All of these results contribute to the calibration of two thermal
resistance models, i.e. Eq. (2.12) and Eq. (2.13). The two models use the same approach to
include the contribution made by grain boundaries, but they treat size effects of intra-grain
thermal conductivities differently. The first uses the size effects as revealed by Eq. (2.11),
−1
while the second uses the phonon kinetic theory with 𝜆𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛
= 𝜆−1
0 +

show consistent 𝜅𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦 −

−𝛼

. Both models

relationship. They collectively provide useful insights into the

grain size effect within and beyond the nanocrystalline regime and may contribute to
materials design for improved thermal management of batteries.
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IMPROVING THERMAL CONDUCTION ACROSS CATHODE/ELECTROLYTE
INTERFACES IN SOLID-STATE LITHIUM-ION BATTERIES BY HIERARCHICAL
HYDROGEN BOND NETWORK
3.1 Abstract
Effective thermal management is an important issue to ensure safety and
performance of lithium-ion batteries. Fast heat removal is highly desired but has been
obstructed by the high thermal resistance across cathode/electrolyte interface. In this study,
self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) are used as the vibrational mediator to tune interfacial
thermal conductance between an electrode, lithium cobalt oxide (LCO), and a solid state
electrolyte, polyethylene oxide (PEO). Embedded at the LCO/PEO interface, SAMs are
specially designed to form hierarchical H-bond network with PEO. Molecular dynamics
simulations demonstrate that all SAM-decorated interfaces show enhanced thermal
conductance and dominated by H-bonds types. The incorporation of poly(acrylic acid)
(PAA) SAM drastically enhances interfacial thermal conductance by approximately
211.69%, largely due to the formation of a strong H-bond, -COOH···:O, between PAA and
PEO. Even with weaker H-bonds such as -OH···:O, it still outperforms the pristine
interface as well as interfaces decorated with non-H-bonded SAMs, e.g. PE. Such
improvement is attributed to the unique hierarchical H-bond network at the interface,
which removes discontinuities in temperature field, straighten SAM chains, make

He, J., Zhang, L., and Liu, L., 2020, "Improving thermal conduction across
cathode/electrolyte interfaces in solid-state lithium-ion batteries by hierarchical hydrogen
bond network,“ Materials & Design, 194, pp.10892.
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materials strongly adhere, and couple the vibrational modes of materials. The study is
expected to guide surface engineering for more effective thermal management in lithiumion batteries.
3.2 Introduction
Solid-state lithium-ion batteries have been widely employed for applications
including consumer electronics and electric vehicles for their high energy density, specific
capacity and credible life

1, 2

. Many novel materials have been developed in recent years

for the cathode, anode and electrolyte of solid-state lithium-ion batteries to achieve high
electrochemical performance. Despite the progress, applications and deployment of solidstate lithium-ion batteries are also influenced by other issues such as the thermal
management 3. As batteries are in operation, heat builds up and if not dissipated efficiently,
it may cause overheating leading to lower electrochemical performance and even thermal
runway

4-8

. To address this issue, several methods have been proposed including

overdesigning, less operation and reducing interfacial impedance by thermal treatment to
keep the battery temperature below the design limit. While being effective, these
approaches inevitably reduce the efficiency or increase the cost of batteries.
An alternative and arguably more fundamental approach is to enhance the intrinsic
thermal conductivity of lithium-ion batteries, making heat removal more efficient 9.
Previous studies in lithium-ion batteries have discovered that the actual bottleneck
obstructing heat transfer in lithium-ion batteries is the interfaces between the material
components

10-12

. Indeed, a recent experiment

13

in lithium-ion batteries has shown that,

with thermal resistance of about 840 µK m2 W-1, interface contributes over 88% to the
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overall thermal resistance of lithium-ion batteries. Hence, it becomes imperative to enhance
thermal conduce across materials interfaces to make heat transfer in solid-state lithium-ion
batteries more efficient.
Material interfaces are thermally resistant because significant scattering takes place
while phonons transport from one material into another. The interfacial phonon scattering
has been shown to strongly correlate with the mismatch between the phonon states of two
materials as well as the interfacial strength. As such, many approaches have been
developed to reduce phonon scattering and improve interfacial heat transfer, including
enhancing the interfacial adhesion 14-16, increasing stiffness 17, 18, strengthening interfacial
interactions 10, 19, matching phonon modes 20-22 and functionalizing surfaces 23, 24.
This study aims to reduce thermal resistance across the cathode/electrolyte interface
by incorporating a hierarchical network of H-bonds enabled by polymeric self-assembled
monolayers (SAMs). Organizing molecular assemblies into large ordered domains on
surfaces, SAMs have attracted extensive attention due to its wide applications in many
fields such as wetting and adhesion 25-27, nanofabrication 28, biocompatibility and molecular
recognition 29, nanostructure deposition 30, and interface engineering 31-33. The interfacial
modification represents a unique combination of two novel concepts that have been
previously shown to enhance interfacial thermal transport across various materials
interfaces: (1) adding a polymeric monolayer between the two materials forming an
interface and (2) designing interfaces to carry H-bonds. On one hand, self-assembled
monolayer (SAM) has been widely investigated to improve interfacial thermal conduction
between metals 20, 21 and across graphene/polymer interfaces 34. In particular, the interfacial
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thermal conductance has been shown to largely depend on the strength of the chemical
bonds associated with the SAM 20, 35. For instance, at the interface between quartz and gold,
the SAM with SH-C11-Si≡ increases thermal conductance by 80%, much more than other
SAMs with weaker bonds at the interface. On the other hand, incorporating H-bonds has
drastically enhanced thermal conduction in several materials systems including crystalline
polymer nanofibers 36, protein β-sheets 37, 38, polymer blends 39, graphene/polymer interface
34

and solid/liquid interfaces 35, 40. The H-bond is a strong secondary chemical bond formed

between a hydrogen atom bound to a more electronegative atom or group (H-bond donor)
and a nearby atom that serves as the H-bond acceptor. One of its unique advantages is that
it has higher strength than the van der Waals interaction

41

. By functionalizing graphene

with hydroxyl groups at the graphene/PMMA interface, H-bonds form and enable new
thermal transport pathways, leading to a significant increase of 273% for the interfacial
thermal conductance.
By combining the unique features of both SAMs and the H-bonding, this work
probes the use of H-bonded SAMs for improved interfacial thermal transport across
cathode/electrolyte interfaces. The cathode material under investigation is lithium cobalt
oxide (LiCoO2 or LCO) 42 and the solid electrolyte material is poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO).
Both are widely used in commercial solid-state lithium-ion batteries for portable devices.
Molecular dynamics simulation shows that specially designed H-bonded SAMs can
enhance the interfacial thermal conductance by over 200%. The level of enhancement
depends strongly on the type and density of H-bonds carried by different SAMs. For
example, the LCO-PAA/PEO interface which features the primary H-bond of -COOH···:O
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Figure 3.1. (a) A full-atom model for calculating the interfacial thermal conductance
between PEO and SAM-decorated LCO by using the reverse non-equilibrium molecular
dynamics simulation. (b) Four polymers are considered as the decorative SAM: PE, PVA,
PAM and PAA. (c) Interfacial thermal conductance and interfacial energy of adhesion
across the pristine and four SAM-decorated LCO/PEO interfaces. Insets show schematics
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of the interfaces including the primary H-bond between PEO and the SAM. (d) A summary
of all types of H-bonds (dashed lines) that may form in the materials systems under
investigation. Rows show different materials systems including LCO/PEO, LCO-PE/PEO,
LCO-PVA/PEO, LCO-PAM/PEO, and LCO-PAA/PEO. Columns show different groups
of H-bonds in these systems including primary, secondary and other H-bonds between the
SAM and PEO, H-bonds within the SAM, and H-bonds within PEO.
drastically enhances the interfacial thermal conductance by 211.69%, while the LCOPVA/PEO interface which has a different type of primary H-bond, -OH···:O, shows a
relatively lower enhancement of 127.36%. Both are higher than the enhancement of 70.57%
given by the PE SAM which carries no H-bonding.
3.3 Models and Methods
3.3.1

Cathode/Electrolyte Interface Models
Figure 3.1a shows an atomistic model with four symmetric cathode/electrolyte

(LCO/PEO) interfaces. The computational system has a size of 42.161 Å × 34.136 Å ×
258.512 Å. Four kinds of polymeric SAMs were used to functionalize the LCO surface
including polyethylene (PE, [C2H4]n), polyvinyl alcohol (PVA, [C2H4O]n), polyacrylamide
(PAM, [C3H5NO]n) and polyacrylic acid (PAA, [C3H4O2]n), as illustrated in Figure 3.1b.
The four SAMs have almost the same length for backbone consisting six repeat units, and
they have distinct side chains. The PE has –CH3 side chains which do not form H-bonds
with PEO. The other three all form H-bonds with PEO, but the formed H-bonds have
different numbers and strengths. The primary H-bonds formed at these interfaces are
illustrated in the inset images of Figure 3.1c. For the LCO-PVA/PEO interface, the
primary H-bond forms between the O atom in PEO and the –OH group of PVA. Similar
H-bonds form between the –CONH2 group in PAM and the –COOH group in PAA. A
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complete description of all H-bonds that may form in these interfaces can be found in
Figure 3.1d. The initial structure of PEO was generated by the self-avoiding random walk
approach with 60 repeat units per chain. Both LCO and SAM polymers were generated by
our in-house code. Periodic boundary conditions were applied along all three directions.
All material constituents including LCO, PEO and SAMs, were first fully equilibrated
before being merged in VMD

43

to generate the LCO/PEO interface model. In each

simulation system, the cross section is large enough to eliminate effects of the lateral size
on interfacial thermal transport

18, 44-46

. According to two previous studies on the

graphene/PMMA interface and the -Fe2O3 crystal, the lateral dimension of 35 Å is
sufficient to yield converging thermal conductivity along the length direction which
includes the contribution by all dominant phonon modes 44, 46.
3.3.2

Molecular Dynamics
MD simulation was performed using LAMMPS

47

. The LCO ionic crystal was

modelled by Buckingham potential 48, 49. PEO and SAMs were described by the OPLSAA
force field 50, 51, which has been widely used to model polymers and their interfaces 52, 53.
The non-bonded interaction between LCO and polymers was modelled by the universal
force field (UFF) with potential parameters optimized to effectively characterize interfacial
adhesion 54, 55. Initial molecular configurations were first minimized by conjugate gradient
algorithm, and then equilibrated and annealed to eliminate residual stresses with a time
step of 1 fs. During annealing, the system was heated up from 300 K to 500 K in 500 ps.
The system was then relaxed at 500 K for 500 ps, cooled down to 300 K in 500 ps, and
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relaxed again at 300 K for 500 ps. The equilibrated structures were used in the subsequent
simulation and analysis.
3.3.3

Interfacial Thermal Conductance
Interfacial thermal conductance was calculated based on the reverse non-

equilibrium molecular dynamics (RNEMD) simulation. Using G = J/ΔT, thermal
conductance across the LCO/PEO interface can be calculated with the heat flux (J) and
interfacial temperature drop (ΔT). The system setup can be found in Figure 3.1a and
Figure B.1a. The model was divided into 126 slabs along the direction of intended heat
flow (i.e. the z-direction). The heat flow was generated by swapping the atomic kinematic
energy of the coolest atoms in the “heat source” slab (red) and that of the hottest atoms in
the “heat sink” slab (blue). Virtual elastic collision model was used to maintain momentum
and energy conservation during velocity swapping. At steady state, the heat flux was
calculated by J = ΔE/(2tA), where ΔE is the average energy exchange per swap, t is the
time interval between swaps, A is the cross-sectional area, and the coefficient “2” accounts
for the two symmetric conduction paths in the system. As shown in Figure B.1b, a
temperature profile was obtained by evaluating the average temperature of all slabs. From
the temperature profile, the temperature drop across the interface (T) was evaluated. J
together with T gives G. In addition to giving G, the computational model also gives the
thermal conductivity of PEO, which can be calculated by using K = J/(dT/dz) where dT/dz
is the temperature gradient in PEO (found by the red lines in Figure B.1a). To verify the
RNEMD calculation, G was also calculated by using non-equilibrium molecular dynamics
(NEMD). The computational system for NEMD is shown in Figure B.1d. Temperature of
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the heat source was fixed at 320 K, while temperature of the heat sink was adjusted to make
the interface temperature at approximately 300 K for all SAMs. Production runs of the
RNEMD and NEMD simulation were 4 ns and 8 ns each with a time step of 1 fs.
3.3.4

Temperature Field and Atomic Number Density
NEMD was also employed to evaluate temperature and density distributions in the

simulation box. For the calculation of temperature field, temperature of heat source and
heat sink were fixed at 450 K and 250 K, respectively. Each model was first equally divided
into 80 × 600 cells within the y-z plane. Atomic positions and velocities were collected
during an interval of 4 ns after the steady state is reached. The temperature associated with
all atoms inside a cell was averaged to find the cell temperature. The cell density was
evaluated by counting all atoms in a cell. Cells not occupied by any atoms were given a
temperature of zero.
3.3.5

Interfacial Energy of Adhesion
The interfacial energy of adhesion (W) was calculated to give its correlation with

interfacial thermal conductance for different SAM-decorated interfaces. The calculation
uses 𝑊 = (𝐸𝐿𝐶𝑂−𝑆𝐴𝑀 + 𝐸𝑃𝐸𝑂 − 𝐸𝑎𝑙𝑙 )/4. Here, 𝐸𝐿𝐶𝑂−𝑆𝐴𝑀 is the energy associated with
the two SAM-decorated LCO blocks in the system as shown in Figure 3.1a, 𝐸𝑃𝐸𝑂 is the
energy of the three PEO blocks, and 𝐸𝑎𝑙𝑙 is the energy of the entire system. All of these
energy terms were evaluated based on equilibrium MD simulation at 300 K with a time
step of 0.5 fs, based on the full model (Figure 3.1a) and partial models. The denominator
of 4 accounts for the four interfaces included in the model.
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3.3.6

Vibrational Density of States (VDOS)
The VDOS analysis describes the atomic vibrational modes of materials, which can

further be used to quantify the vibrational mismatch between two materials forming an
interface. The VDOS was obtained by Fourier transform of the velocity autocorrelation
function averaged over all atoms. It is defined as a function of frequency in the form of
+∞ −𝑖2𝜋𝑓𝜏

e

VDOS(𝑓) = ∫0

𝐶𝑣 (𝜏)d𝜏, where 𝑓 is the frequency and 𝜏 is the autocorrelation

time. 𝐶𝑣 (𝜏) is the normalized velocity autocorrelation function defined by 𝐶𝑣 (𝜏) =
〈𝑣
⃗ (𝜏)∙𝑣
⃗ (0)〉
〈𝑣
⃗ (0)∙𝑣
⃗ (0)〉

where 𝑣(𝜏) denotes the atomic velocity at the time of 𝜏 and  represents an

average over the entire system. To account for statistical randomness, the VDOS was
evaluated by averaging twenty simulations that start from different initial velocities. Each
simulation runs with a duration of 6.4 ns and a time step of 0.5 fs.
3.3.7

Cumulative Correlation Factor
To quantify the match or correlation between the vibrational modes of two

materials forming an interface, a cumulative correlation factor ( 𝑀 ) was defined as a
function of the cutoff frequency, 𝑓𝑐 . As an integration in the frequency domain from 0 to
𝑓𝑐 , the cumulative correlation factor describes the vibrational match between two materials
up

to

a

specified

cutoff

frequency

of

𝑓𝑐 .

The

equation

is

𝑀(𝑓𝑐 ) =

𝑓

∫0 𝑐 VDOSA (𝑓)·VDOSB (𝑓)d𝑓

∞

∞

∫ VDOSA (𝑓)d𝑓·∫0 VDOSB (𝑓)d𝑓

, where VDOSA (𝑓) and VDOSB (𝑓) are VDOS of the two

0

materials, respectively. A lower 𝑀 value indicates a lower match or a higher mismatch in
the vibrational modes up to the frequency of 𝑓𝑐 . When the cutoff frequency is greater or
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equal to the maximum frequency of all vibrational modes, the 𝑀 factor is the same as the
widely used correlation factor 56.
3.4 Results and Discussions
3.4.1

Validation
The pristine LCO/PEO interface was simulated to validate MD calculations against

experimental and computational results from literatures. First, the mass density of PEO
was found to be about 1.18 g cm-3 at equilibrium, well within the range of 1.13-1.21 g cm3

from the polymer database 57. Secondly, the thermal conductivity of PEO was calculated

to be 0.332 ± 0.015 W m-1 K-1, which agrees well with the experimental results ranging
from 0.20 to 0.37 W m-1 K-1 58. Thirdly, the thermal conductivity of LCO was calculated
to be about 21.25 W m-1 K-1, in good agreement with our previous EMD simulation results
59

. Lastly, thermal conductance across the pristine LCO/PEO interface calculated by the

RNEMD method was found almost the same as that obtained by the NEMD method, with
a minor difference of 8.45%.
3.4.2

H-Bond Dependent Interfacial Thermal Conductance
Figure 3.1c (vertical axis) plots the interfacial thermal conductance computed for

various LCO/PEO interfaces, with error bars showing the standard deviation.
Corresponding temperature profiles can be found in Figure B.2. The pristine LCO/PEO
interface is shown to have an interfacial thermal conductance of 153.95 MW m-2 K-1, lower
than any SAM-functionalized interfaces. Among the four interfaces with SAMs, interfacial
heat transfer is enhanced more by incorporating SAM molecules with stronger polarization.
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Ranking from the highest enhancement to the lowest is PAA, PAM, PVA and PE.
Compared with the pristine interface, interfaces with these SAMs show interfacial thermal
conductance enhanced by 211.69%, 151.99%, 127.36%, and 70.57%, respectively (i.e.
from 153.95 MW m-2 K-1 to 479.84, 387.94, 350.02 and 262.59 MW m-2 K-1). Note that
the PE SAM does not form any H-bonds with PEO. The enhancement of 70.57% is solely
due to the penetration of PE chains into the matrix, forming a thicker interface layer that
bridges the distinct vibrational modes of LCO and PEO 34. By comparison, the PAA, PAM
and PVA SAMs all form hierarchical H-bond network at the interface as illustrated in
Figure 3.1a. Carried by SAMs that penetrate into the PEO, the massive number of H-bonds
drastically enhances the structural integrity of the interface, leading to enhanced thermal
conductance.
3.4.3

Temperature Field

The interfacial decoration with SAMs alleviates spatial discontinuities in the
temperature field, thereby improving interfacial heat transfer. Figure 3.2 plots the full
temperature field computed for systems without and with different SAMs, where the same
temperature difference is applied between the heat source and the heat sink. The pristine
LCO/PEO system shows an obvious discontinuity (black ribbons in Figure 3.2a) at the
interface where no atoms exist due to the steric repulsion. By comparison, the discontinuity
is partially removed in systems with SAMs. As shown in Figure 3.2b-e, the black ribbons
are relatively thinner and broken into pieces at the sites where SAMs exist. The partial
removal of discontinuity implies that the incorporation of SAMs leads to new thermal
transport pathways at the interface for more efficient heat transfer.
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Figure 3.2. Temperature contours of five simulation systems: (a) LCO/PEO, (b) LCOPE/PEO, (c) LCO-PVA/PEO, (d) LCO-PAM/PEO and (e) LCO-PAA/PEO. The black
belts are areas of effectively zero temperature as they are not occupied by atoms.
Moreover, SAMs also blend with PEO to form thick interfaces with high thermal
conductivities. Figure B.3 shows line plots of the temperature profiles for systems under
investigation. Overall, the pristine LCO/PEO interface shows a higher temperature drop
than the other systems with SAMs, indicating inefficient interfacial heat transfer, echoing
the results shown in Figure 3.1c. More importantly, in Figure B.3, the SAM/PEO blending
region is shown to have lower temperature gradients and therefore higher thermal
conductivities than the region with PEO only. Despite the fact that PEO has similar thermal
conductivities as the polymers used as SAMs in this study, two reasons make the blending
region have higher thermal conductivities. On the one hand, H-bonds form between PEO
and the SAMs including PVA, PAM and PAA. Similar to a previous study

60

, H-bonds

form thermal bridges between polymer chains and improve heat transfer in the polymer
blends. On the other hand, the SAMs are relatively extended in the blending region. Studies
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have shown that extended polymer chains have drastically improved thermal conductivities
along the chain direction than their amorphous counterparts 39, 61. As a result of both reasons
combined, heat is conducted more efficiently in the blending region.
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Figure 3.3. Atomic number density distributions of LCO and SAMs for (a) LCO-PE/PEO,
(b) LCO-PVA/PEO, (c) LCO-PAM/PEO and (d) LCO-PAA/PEO. One polymer chain is
selected at each side of an interface as the representative. (e-h) Line plots of the atomic
number density for the four systems.
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3.4.4

Stand-up Chain Morphology and Atomic Distribution
To verify that SAMs stand up in the blending zone, Figure 3.3a-d plots the atomic

number density distributions associated with LCO and the SAMs. One SAM chain is
selected on each side of the LCO block. In contact with polymers, LCO shows slightly
irregular density distribution at the left and right edges, mostly due to the surface energy.
The functional SAMs including PE, PVA, PAM and PAA show stand-up configurations.
The configuration is in part due to the steric repulsion between the SAM chains which
forces the chains to be relatively straight. Moreover, H-bonds formed with the surrounding
PEO further reinforce such configurations so that larger chain surfaces can be exposed to
PEO for more H-bonds and lower system energy. The extended chain morphology of
SAMs facilitates interfacial thermal conduction as it forces heat to be conducted along
chain where thermal conduction is effective. Finally, the functional polymer chains show
different widths due to their distinct side chains.
To further understand atomic distributions at the interface, Figure 3.3e-h plots the
atomic number density profiles of LCO, SAM and PEO for the four systems with SAMs,
respectively. The irregular surface density distribution identified for LCO in Figure 3.3ad is shown more clearly here as two peaks near the interface. Due to the high stiffness of
LCO, the peaks of LCO (blue lines) which are caused interfacial forces are shown to be
very close for the four systems. By comparison, much more significant differences are
found in the peaks of SAMs (green lines). PAA shows the highest peak density, followed
by PAM, PVA, and PE. Within about 5 Å from the peak, the SAM density drops and
reaches a plateau in all four systems. The difference in peak density of SAMs is in part due
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to the different average densities of these polymers with distinct side chains. It is also in
part attributable to the different interactions between the SAMs and LCO. Finally, the
different peaks in SAMs also disturb the distribution of PEO (red lines) in the SAM/PEO
blending region, especially near LCO. Outside of the blending region, interfacial effects
are minimal and the four systems show almost the same density for PEO.
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average number of H-bonds for the five systems. (g-i) Cloud maps of H-bond distributions.
The grey cloud serves as the background showing the atomic distributions of LCO and
SAMs. The colored clouds are H-bond distributions. Each dot in the cloud represents a Hbond forming in the position at a time instant. Colors match that used in (f): primary (steel
blue), secondary (green) and other (pink) H-bonds between SAM and PEO; and H-bonds
within or between SAM chains (blue).
3.4.5

Hierarchical Hydrogen Bonding Network
As discussed above, the unique H-bond network enabled by SAMs partly removes

discontinuity in the temperature field and straightens functional polymer chains, both
enhancing interfacial heat transfer. Despite sharing the same enhancement mechanism, the
three SAM-functionalized interfaces with H-bonds show different levels of enhancement
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varying from 127.36% to 211.69% compared with the pristine LCO/PEO interface (Figure
3.1c). Due to the crucial role of H-bonds, the different enhancement must be related with
the H-bonds formed at the interface. To better understand H-bond formation, Figure 3.4ae plots the number of H-bonds versus time in all five systems at the steady state. A widely
used geometric criterion is used to identify the H-bond. As shown in Figure B.4, a H-bond
is established if: (1) the distance between the H-bond donor (D) and acceptor (A) is not
longer than 3.0 Å; and (2) the angle between H-donor and H-acceptor is not larger than 20˚.
Note that neither the pristine LCO/PEO system nor the LCO-PE/PEO system gives zero
H-bonds in the plot, because PEO chains by themselves can form H-bonds (Figure 3.1d).
Between the two systems, the pristine LCO/PEO has more H-bonds (8.45 ± 0.83 versus
6.30 ±0.77) because more PEO is available in the system due to the lack of SAMs.
In the other three systems that have interfacial H-bonds (Figure 3.4c-e), PAA gives
the most H-bonds at the interface, followed by PAM and then PVA. The number of Hbonds formed within PEO is almost the same comparing the three systems. Note that all of
these systems form multiple kinds of H-bonds. For example, the LCO-PAA/PEO system
has -COOH···:O as the primary H-bond among the others including: (1) three other kinds
formed between PAA and PEO, (2) two kinds formed within PAA, and (3) two kinds
formed within PEO (see Figure 3.1d for a complete list). The LCO-PAM/PEO system has
–CONH2···:O as the primary H-bond and seven others. The LCO-PVA/PEO interface has
-OH···:O as the primary H-bond and six others. As shown in Figure 3.4f, the primary Hbond accounts for about 80% of the total number of H-bonds formed at the interface.
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To further illustrate how H-bonds form hierarchically in the extended chains of
SAMs, Figure 3.4g-i depicts H-bond distributions over 16,000 frames of MD simulation
for each of the systems. With reference to Figure 3.4f, four colors are used to show the
primary (steel blue), secondary (green) and other (pink) H-bonds formed between SAM
and PEO, and the H-bonds formed within SAM (royal blue), respectively. The H-bonds
within PEO are not included as they do not participate in interfacial heat transfer directly.
In all cases, H-bonds are well distributed along the SAM chains. The extended chain
configuration allows larger exposure of SAM chains to PEO, leading to more H-bonds and
making the SAM structure energetically more favorable. Between SAM and PEO, the
primary H-bonds dominate with some secondary and other H-bonds scattered in between.
In addition, H-bonds also form between neighboring SAM chains, although neighboring
SAM chains have an average distance of 13.8 Å in the present setup. The unique H-bond
structure displayed in these plots along with the steric repulsion makes the SAM chains
highly extended.
3.4.6

Interfacial Energy of Adhesion
Previous studies in interfacial heat transfer have revealed a strong correlation

between interfacial thermal conductance and interfacial energy of adhesion for a wide
range of materials 15, 62-64, with some exceptions 35. To better understand the correlation for
LCO/PEO interfaces, Figure 3.1c plots the interfacial energy of adhesion in conjunction
with the interfacial thermal conductance. The two quantities are found to be highly
correlated for the four SAM-functionalized interfaces, showing an almost linear
relationship (green dashed line in Figure 3.1c). However, the pristine LCO/PEO interface
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is found to be an exception. Its adhesion energy is 17.89% higher than that of the PEfunctionalized interface, while its interfacial thermal conductance is 41.37% lower. The
result underlines the importance of structural similarity for the correlation rule to apply.
Different from the interfaces with SAMs penetrating into the matrix, the pristine LCO/PEO
interface features a bare flat interface leading to fundamentally different thermal transport
mechanisms. The correlation rule breaks down as the thermal transport mechanism changes.
The H-bond plays a fundamental role in determining the interfacial energy of
adhesion in the systems under investigation. Among the four interfaces with SAMs, the
LCO-PE/PEO interface which has no H-bonds has the lowest energy of adhesion of 293.40
kcal/mol and the lowest interfacial thermal conductance of 262.59 MW m-2 K-1. With
hierarchical H-bonds, the LCO-PAA/PEO interface shows the highest energy of adhesion
of 543.89 kcal/mol and the highest interfacial thermal conductance of 479.85 MW m-2 K1

. From a chemistry point of view, the COOH···:O H-bond has a strength of 8.92 kcal/mol,

followed by CONH···:O (7.40 kcal/mol) and OH···:O (5.0 kcal/mol). The higher bonding
energy leads to a higher probability of forming a chemical bond. Hence, the LCOPAA/PEO system, which has COOH···:O as the primary H-bond, shows the most H-bonds
formed at the interface (Figure 3.4). The larger number of H-bonds and the higher bonding
strength per H-bond collectively cause the higher energy of adhesion at the PAA-decorated
interface. The PAM and PVA-decorated interfaces have lower interfacial energy of
adhesion and accordingly, lower interfacial thermal conductance.
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3.4.7

Vibrational Spectra Coupling
SAM polymers enhance interfacial heat transfer as a vibrational mediator that

modulate the vibrational coupling between LCO and PEO. According to the acoustic
mismatch model and the diffusive mismatch model 46, interfacial thermal conductance is
strongly correlated with the vibrational spectra coupling between two materials forming an
interface 39, 65. The interfacial thermal conductance is usually higher when the two materials
match more in their vibration modes 66. Figure 3.5a-e plots the VDOS of all components
forming the five interfaces under investigation.
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Figure 3.5. Vibrational density of states (VDOS) of different components in (a) LCO/PEO,
(b) LCO-PE/PEO, (c) LCO-PVA/PEO, (d) LCO-PAM/PEO and (e) LCO-PAA/PEO. (f)
The cumulative correlation factor between LCO and PEO in the five systems. (g) The
cumulative correlation factor between SAM and PEO in the four SAM-decorated systems.
Without SAM decoration, the pristine LCO/PEO interface shows poor vibrational
coupling as shown in Figure 3.5f, which plots a LCO-PEO cumulative correlation factor.
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The poor coupling echoes the mismatch demonstrated in Figure 3.5a, where PEO shows
peaks around 37.45 THz and 90.67 THz while LCO shows peaks from 0 to 33 THz. By
incorporating SAMs, vibrational match at the interface is drastically improved (Figure
3.5b-e). For example, at the LCO-PAA/PEO interface (Figure 3.5e), overlap of major
peaks are identified at 41.36 and 90.97 THz. The improved vibrational match with SAMs
is also evidenced in Figure 3.5f, where SAM-decorated interfaces all show higher
correlation than the pristine interface and the LCO-PAA/PEO interface with a strong Hbond network gives the highest interfacial correlation. Similar ranking are also found in
the coupling between SAMs and PEO as plotted in Figure 3.5g.
Interestingly, we note that even the same pair of materials, i.e. LCO and PEO, show
different vibrational correlation factors in the presence of different SAMs (Figure 3.5f).
Vibrational energy transport is in essence wave transport underpinned by atomic vibrations.
The process is highly sensitive to many factors. Materials composition is one of the most
important factors, but structural and chemical environment is also critical. In this study, all
systems under investigation have LCO and PEO in full or partial contact, where SAMs
constitute the environment that influences materials behavior. With different SAMs,
different types of H-bonds form in the systems and they influence wave transport and
atomic vibrations. This is how the influence of SAMs on LCO/PEO correlation occurs.
3.5 Conclusions
Dictated by molecular design, the interface between LCO and PEO exhibits
drastically different thermal conductance which has strong implications for heat removal
and thermal management. H-bonded interfaces including LCO-PAA/PEO, LCO-
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PAM/PEO and LEO-PVA/PEO show enhancement of 211.69%, 151.99% and 127.36%,
respectively, over the pristine interface. By comparison, LCO-PE/PEO which is a non-Hbonded interface enhances thermal conduction by 70.57% only. Apparently, the unique
hierarchical H-bond network carried by SAMs is a primary contributor to the significantly
enhanced interfacial thermal conduction. The contribution strongly depends on the type,
location and density of H-bonds. As revealed in the plot of H-bond clouds, multiple types
of H-bonds coexist in each of the systems under investigation. The primary H-bond, which
usually accounts for about 80% of all H-bonds at the interface, largely determines the
interfacial energy of adhesion and interfacial thermal conductance. For example, the LCOPAA/PEO interface which features a strong primary H-bond, -COOH···:O, has the
interfacial thermal conductance 211.69% and the interfacial energy 57.24% more than the
pristine interface. The two physical quantities show a linear relationship for the four SAMdecorated interfaces, while the pristine interface which has fundamentally different thermal
transport mechanisms disobeys the rule. All SAM-decorated interfaces are shown to have:
(1) alleviated discontinuities in the temperature field, (2) stand-up configurations with
extended chains, and (3) enhanced coupling of vibrational modes. They synergistically
improve interfacial thermal transport, in which H-bonds play a positive role. The H-bondgoverned interfacial thermal transport has been previously shown to depend on the density
of SAMs 34, 60, and is envisioned to be influenced by the length of SAMs as well which will
be a topic of future investigation. The results are expected to improve fundamental
understanding and applications of H-bonded interface engineering for improved thermal
management of multi-material systems including the lithium-ion batteries.
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HYDROGEN-BOND CONFIGURATION MODULATES ENERGY TRANSFER
EFFICIENCY IN HELICAL PROTEIN NANOTUBES
4.1 Abstract
Energy transport in proteins is critical to a variety of physical, chemical, and
biological processes in living organisms. While strenuous efforts have been made to study
vibrational energy transport in proteins, thermal transport processes across the most
fundamental building blocks of proteins, i.e. helices, are not well understood. This work
studies energy transport in a group of “isomer” helices. The π-helix is shown to have the
highest thermal conductivity, 110% higher than that of the α-helix and 207% higher than
that of the 310-helix. The H-bond connectivity is found to govern thermal transport
mechanisms including phonon spectral energy density, dispersion, mode-specific transport,
group velocity, and relaxation time. The energy transport is strongly correlated with Hbond strength which is also modulated by the H-bond connectivity. These fundamental
insights provide a novel perspective for understanding energy transfer in proteins and
guiding a rational molecule-level design of novel materials with configurable H-bonds.
4.2 Introduction
Energy transport and atomic vibrations in biomacromolecules such as proteins are
critical to a variety of physical, chemical and biological processes taking place in living
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organisms, from structural construction, catalysis, to molecular recognition 1-5. In principle,
the vibrational energy flow is strongly associated with structural characteristics of proteins
including the conformation, amino acid sequence, and intermolecular affinities 6-9. Due to
their polymeric nature, proteins generate intricate macromolecular structures as they attain
their biological states in the process of folding. Secondary structures are formed as an
information bridge that links the primary sequence with substructures to shape the protein
systems. Representative protein secondary structures include the β-sheet, 310-helix, α-helix
and π-helix. They are stable and energetically favorable, primarily due to many
interlocking hydrogen bonds (H-bonds) that exist between carbonyl (C=O) and amide
(N−H) groups (Figure 4.1g). Establishing the relationship between protein structures and
energy transport pathways is an important area of fundamental interest to better understand
protein reactivity and functionality. Further, the molecular insights gained from the study
of nanoscale thermal transport in proteins may also inspire the design of new materials
with novel structures and unprecedented properties.
Strenuous efforts have been made to probe energy transport in proteins and protein
secondary structures such as the heme cooling cofactor
sheet

12, 13

10

, peptide helices

11

, and the β-

. On one hand, evidences show that heat diffusion is integrated with allosteric

communication pathways 14-16 which are closely related with the cellular and physiological
functions of proteins 17-19. On the other hand, studies demonstrate that heat spreads through
multiple pathways including the covalent backbone as well as the relatively weak
inter/intra-molecular interactions in protein secondary structures. As such, the energy
transport processes may be modulated by tuning the inter/intra-molecular interactions 20,
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where the H-bond is arguably one of the most important factors. Although being a
secondary bond, the H-bond is critical in proteins as it largely controls their structural
stability

21, 22

, catalytic properties

23-25

, chemical reactivity

26, 27

, and energy transport 8.

Recent studies have reported that the H-bond significantly enhances thermal transport in
the β-sheet of spider silk proteins 12 and a variety of polymer blends 28.
Despite the progress, vibrational energy transport in helical protein structures are
underexplored. As biomolecular “nanowires”, protein helices differ from any other
nanowires in that they uniquely feature tortuous covalent backbones interlocked by Hbonds. Different H-bond connectivities lead to different types of helices in the protein
database, which include the 310-helix, α-helix, and the π-helix. While the 310-helix widely
exists in many biological channels and membrane proteins

29

(e.g. ABC-ATPase SufC as

shown in Figure 4.1a), the α-helix is commonly found in globular proteins

30

(e.g. T4

Lysozyme as shown in Figure 4.1b) and the π-helix is usually identified near functional
sites of proteins 31 (e.g. PGRP-SA as shown in Figure 4.1c). All composed of single amino
acid chains, these helices are differentiated by the different atomic sites of forming Hbonds. For example, Figure 4.1d-f illustrates ribbon schematics of the 310-helix, α-helix
and π-helix, respectively. In the 310-helix, H-bonds are established between the CO group
of the i-th residue and the NH group of the (i+3)th residue. By comparison, H-bonds of the
-helix are formed between the i-th and the (i+4)th residues, while those of the -helix are
formed between the i-th and the (i+5)th residues. The different H-bond network leads to
significantly different structural characteristics of the three helices including the number
of amino acids per turn and the helical pitch. Understanding energy transport in such helical
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structures may fundamentally reveal how the H-bond, together with the helical backbone,
dictates vibrational energy flow in proteins.
This work investigates vibrational energy transfer and thermal transport
mechanisms in the three key building blocks of proteins including the 310-, α-, and π-helices.
To focus on the important effects of H-bond connectivity, three model helices are assumed
which have the same amino acid sequence of poly-Glycine. The molecular structures of
these helix “isomers” are shown in Figure 4.1h-i. These “isomer” helices feature different
H-bond connectivities as illustrated in Figure 4.1d-f for the 310-, α-, and π-helices,
respectively. Using the molecular dynamic (MD) simulation and vibrational energy
transfer analysis, we demonstrate that the π-helix has the largest thermal conductivity,
followed by the α-helix and then the 310-helix. Energy transfer mechanisms are explored
via the analysis of phonon dispersion, spectral thermal conductivity, relaxation time, and
group velocity. Results show that the different H-bond networks that form the “isomer”
helices fundamentally change the behavior of both low-frequency acoustic and semioptical phonons. The energy transport properties of the three types of helices are strongly
correlated with the different strengths of intramolecular H-bonds as revealed by quantumchemical analyses based on the density functional theory (DFT) calculations. The results
enrich our fundamental understanding of the energy transfer in protein structures and the
critical role of interlocking H-bonds. The understanding may open new avenues to design
novel biomacromolecules with extraordinary energy transfer properties for a wide range of
applications.
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Figure 4.1. Helix segments in example proteins: 32-34 (a) ABC-ATPase SufC with the 310helix (in green box), (b) T4 Lysozyme with the α-helix (in cyan box), and (c) PGRP-SA
with the π-helix (in red box). Different types of helices are interlocked by different H-bond
networks: (d) the 310-helix has H-bonds connecting residues i and i + 3; (e) the α-helix has
H-bonds connecting residues i and i + 4; and (f) the π-helix has H-bonds connecting
residues i and i + 5. (g) Illustration of a H-bond between the carbonyl (C=O) and amide
(N−H) groups. Three isomer helices with the same amino acid sequence of poly-Glycine
but different H-bond connectivities to form three types of helices: (h) side and (i) crosssectional views. (j) Temperature profiles of the helices in NEMD simulation. (k) Thermal
conductivity of the 310-, α- and π-helices with varying lengths. Curves are fitted against an
empirical equation of the length-dependent thermal conductivity. Dashed lines show
thermal conductivities in the diffusive limit.
4.3 Models and Methods
4.3.1

Models
Three “isomer” helices were created with the same amino acid sequence of poly-

Glycine, where Glycine has a composition of –HN–HCαH–C=O–. The three helices
include a 310-helix, a α-helix and a π-helix. They feature different atomic sites to form Hbonds (Figure 4.1d-f): the 310-helix has H-bonds formed between the CO group at the i-th
residue and the NH group at the (i+3)th residue; the α-helix has H-bonds between the i-th
and (i+4)th residues; and the -helix has H-bonds between the i-th and (i+5)th residues.
The different sites of H-bonding vary the structural properties of helices. The 310-helix has

120
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3 amino acids per turn, a helical pitch of 0.60 nm per turn, and a rise per helical residue of
0.20 nm. The α-helix has 3.6 residues per turn, a helical pitch of 0.54 nm per turn, and a
rise per helical residue of 0.15 nm. The -helix has 4.4 residues per turn, a helical pitch of
0.48 nm per turn, and a rise per helical residue of 0.12 nm.
4.3.2

Molecular Dynamics
MD simulation was conducted with LAMMPS

described by the CHARMM22 force field

36

35

. Interatomic interactions were

that is widely used for peptide and protein

simulations. The particle-particle particle-mesh method (PPPM) was used to describe long
range Coulomb interactions with a root mean square accuracy of 10-6. Time step was set to
be 0.25 fs, small enough to capture most vibrational modes. Periodic boundary conditions
were imposed to the helices along all directions. Large spaces were left along transverse
directions to prevent the model from interacting with its periodic images. Angular
momentum was zeroed out at every step to eliminate potential rigid-body rotations. Initial
molecular structures were optimized at 300 K to ensure the formation of H-bonds at
selected sites leading to the 310-helix, α-helix and π-helix. The structures were then
equilibrated at 300 K for 20 ns under the NVT ensemble. Identification of the H-bond was
based on a geometric rule: (1) distance between the donor (D) atom and the acceptor (A)
atom is < 3.5 Å; and (2) the angle of D-H-A is < 30°.

4.3.3

Thermal Conductivity Calculation
Nonequilibrium molecular dynamics (NEMD) simulations were performed to

calculate thermal conductivities. The NEMD simulation setup is shown in Figure C.1a-c
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for the 310-, α- and π-helices, respectively. Each simulation system was divided into N slabs
along the length direction. Atoms in the two end slabs were fixed to avoid an entropic state
of helical chains. Thermal gradient was established by imposing Langevin thermostats of
325 K and 285 K in two slabs next to the fixed slabs, respectively, leading to a system
temperature difference of T = 40°C. The system was equilibrated for 20 ns under the NVE
ensemble, leading to a smooth thermal gradient between the heat source and heat sink slabs.
Production runs were then performed for a duration of 10 ns. At every time step, the energy
needed to keep T a constant was evaluated and denoted by E. Heat flow in the system,
J, was calculated by J = E/(At), where t is the time step, and A is the effective cross
sectional area of the helices as shown in Figure C.1d-f. Outside and inside radii of the
helical tubes were determined by spatially and temporally averaging atomic positions
during 2000 steps of MD calculations at equilibrium. The cross-sectional area, A, is
calculated to be 20.36 Å2, 22.82 Å2 and 26.26 Å2 for the 310-, -, and -helices, respectively.
The thermal conductivity, k, was calculated by k = J/(dT/dX). Here, dT/dX is the thermal
gradient which is obtained by fitting a linear region of the temperature profile as shown in
Figure 4.1j.
4.3.4

Phonon Spectral Energy Density
The PSED analysis was performed to obtain phonon properties including the

dispersion curve, group velocity, relaxation time, and the mode-based thermal conductivity.
The approach has been verified and applied for various materials systems 37-42. The PSED
analysis uses atomic velocities from the MD simulation which naturally includes
anharmonic effects, phonon-phonon scattering, and Normal and Umklapp scattering. To
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calculate PSED, the smallest atomic group that represents a helical structure is defined as
the unit cell, and each helix model has multiple unit cells along the length direction. The
unit cell has the length of 13.37 Å, 12.08 Å and 10.38 Å, respectively, for the 310-, α- and
π-helix. Based on lattice dynamic and Parseval’s theorem

43, 44

, atomic trajectories in the

real space are mapped to normal vibration modes in the frequency space, 𝑞(𝜿𝜈 ; 𝑡). Here,
𝜿is the wave vector, 𝜈 labels the polarization branch, and t is time. The PSED is a
weighted average of the contributions made by all atoms to the amplitude of normal modes,
1

i.e. Φ(𝜿, 𝜔) = 2𝜋𝜏

0 𝑁𝑇

𝜏

2

𝑁𝑇
0
𝑙
𝑙
𝐴
∑𝛼 ∑𝑁
𝑗 𝑚𝑗 |∫0 ∑𝑙 𝑢̇ 𝛼 (𝑗 ; 𝑡) × exp[𝑖𝜿 ∙ 𝒓0 (0) − 𝑖𝜔𝑡] 𝑡 | . Here,

Φ(𝜿, 𝜔) is the PSED as a function of 𝜿 and the angular frequency 𝜔, 𝜏0 is the simulation
time, 𝑁𝑇 is the total number of unit cells, 𝑁𝐴 is the total number of atoms in an unit cell,
𝑚𝑗 is mass of the j-th atom, 𝑢̇ 𝛼 (𝑗𝑙 ; 𝑡) denotes the velocity of the j-th atom in the l-th unit
cell along the -th direction at simulation time t, 𝒓0 (0𝑙 ) is the equilibrium position of the
l-th unit cell. For one-dimensional helices, the wave vector is limited to 𝜅𝑥 = 2𝜋𝑛𝑥 /𝑎𝑥 𝑁𝑇 ,
where 𝑎𝑥 is the unit cell length along the x-direction, and 𝑛𝑥 is an integer ranging from 0
to 𝑁𝑇 − 1 . Then, 𝜅𝑥 is mapped into 𝑁𝑥 /2 points ranging from 0 to 2𝜋/𝑎𝑥 , which
correspond to the first Brillouin zone in the real space from 𝛤 to 𝛫 point. Atomic
velocities were collected from MD simulations of 𝜏0 = 1 ns under the NVE ensemble at
298 K.
4.3.5

Dispersion Curves
Based on the PSED profile, phono dispersion can be obtained by identifying peaks

of the degenerate branches and connecting the peaks into continuous curves along the wave
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vector direction. The dispersion curves correlate phonon frequency (𝑓 = 𝜔/2𝜋, in the unit
of THz) with the reduced wave vector ( 𝜉 = 𝜅𝑥 /(2𝜋/𝑎𝑥 ), dimensionless). Dispersion
curves in this work were obtained at a resolution of 0.001 THz × 0.01.
4.3.6

Mode-based Thermal Conductivity
By solving the Boltzmann transport equation

45

with phonon relaxation time

̃𝑥 (𝜿, 𝜈), where 𝑘
̃𝑥 (𝜿, 𝜈)
approximation 46, the overall thermal conductivity is 𝑘𝑥 = ∑𝜿 ∑𝜈 𝑘
is the thermal conductivity contributed by each phonon mode that belongs to a phonon
branch, 𝜈 , with a wave number of 𝜅𝑥 . The mode-based thermal conductivity has an
2 (𝜿,
̃𝑥 (𝜿, 𝜈) = 𝑐𝑝ℎ 𝑣𝑔,𝑥
expression of 𝑘
𝜈)𝜏(𝜿, 𝜈) , where 𝑐𝑝ℎ is the volumetric phonon

specific heat, 𝑣𝑔,𝑥 (𝜿, 𝜈) is the group velocity, and 𝜏(𝜿, 𝜈) is the phonon relaxation time.
In classical systems, 𝑐𝑝ℎ = 𝑘𝐵 /𝑉, where 𝑘𝐵 is Boltzmann constant and V is the system
volume. The group velocity 𝑣𝑔,𝑥 (𝜿, 𝜈) = 𝜕𝜔/𝜕𝜅𝑥 , which can be calculated based on the
PSED result by using numerical differentiation.
4.3.7

Relaxation Time
PSED can be reconstructed into a different form which is in terms of the phonon
2

relaxation time, i.e. Φ(𝜿, 𝑓) = ∑3𝑛
𝜈 𝐶(𝜿, 𝜈)⁄([4𝜋𝜏(𝜿, 𝜈)(𝑓 − 𝑓0 (𝜿, 𝜈))] + 1), where f is
the phonon frequency, 𝐶(𝜿, 𝜈) is a mode-dependent constant, and 𝑓0 (𝜿, 𝜈) is the
frequency at which PSED reaches a localized peak. At each 𝜿, the PSED data is converted
into a single-variable data series in terms of 𝑓. The data series has 3𝑛 local peaks where
𝑛 is the number of atoms and 3𝑛 is the number of phonon branches in the system. The
data series is fitted using multiple Lorentzian functions, Φ = 𝐼 ⁄(1 + [(𝑓 − 𝑓𝑐 )⁄𝛾 ]2 ) ,
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near local peaks. Here, I is the peak magnitude, 𝑓𝑐 is the frequency at the peak, and 𝛾 is
the half-width at the half-peak. The reconstructed PSED function can be described as a
superposition of the Lorentzian functions identified for all phonon branches at a given wave
vector. Finally, relaxation time associated with all phonon modes, 𝜏(𝜿, 𝜈) , can be
determined based on the parameters of the Lorentzian functions.
4.3.8

DFT Calculation
Quantum-chemical calculations were conducted to quantitatively study the H-

bonds using Gaussian

47

. The calculations were based on the hybrid B3LYP exchange-

correlation functional with Grimme’s DFT-GD3(BJ) empirical dispersion correction. The
B3LYP-GD3(BJ) theory has been widely used for studying H-bonds

48

. The ma-TZVPP

basis set was employed. It is the “minimally augmented” version of the def2-TZVPP basis
set

49, 50

, for which s and p type diffuse basis functions are added to non-H atoms. Using

this theory, equilibrium geometries of the 310-, α- and π-helices were obtained by geometric
optimization. Frequency calculations were performed to confirm structural stabilization.
Wave functions were output for subsequent calculations of the H-bond chemistry.
4.3.9

Quantum-Chemical H-bond Calculation
Based on the wave functions calculated by DFT, strength of the H-bond was

quantified using two numeric indices: (1) the core-valence bifurcation index (CVBI), and
(2) the H-bond energy evaluated at the bond critical point. On the one hand, the CVBI is a
widely used approach based on the electron localization function (ELF) theory 51, 52. The
ELF takes the form of 𝜂(𝑟) = 1/{1 + [𝐷(𝑟)⁄𝐷0 (𝑟)]2 }, where 𝐷(𝑟) is the Pauli kinetic
energy density and 𝐷0 (𝑟) is the Thomas-Fermi kinetic energy density. For a H-bond
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taking the general form of D−H⋯A, bifurcation points of the ELF are first identified
through a topological analysis, based on which the (3,−1) critical points are located. The
CVBI is calculated by CVBI = ELF(C−V, D) − ELF(DH⋯A) 53, 54, where ELF(C−V, D)
is the core-valence bifurcation value at donor (D), and ELF(DH⋯A) stands for the valencevalence bifurcation value at the H-bond. The CVBI is a numeric indicator of the strength
of the H-bond; the lower CVBI, the stronger H-bond. A negative CVBI suggests that the
H-bond has a covalence characteristic, whereas a positive CVBI means that the H-bond
has an electrostatic nature. On the other hand, the H-bond strength can be evaluated directly
based on the electron density at the bond critical point, i.e. the (3,−1) critical point
associated with DH ⋯ A, on the basis of the quantum theory of atoms in molecules
(QTAIM). The equation takes the form of 𝐸HB = 𝐴𝜌BCP + 𝐵, where 𝐸HB is the H-bond
energy, 𝜌BCP is the electron density at the bond critical point, and 𝐴 and 𝐵 are
parameters depending on the H-bond type and the level of quantum chemical calculation
55-58

. In this work, A = –223.08 and B = 0.7423 were adopted 59, which were optimized and

proven to effectively characterize the H-bond strength in biologically important substances.
The calculation was performed by using the MULTIWFN program at the same level of
theory 60.
4.4 Results and Discussion
4.4.1

Thermal Conductivity
Vibrational energy transport in “isomer” protein helices is first studied by

quantifying and comparing how fast energy is conducted in these structures. Figure 4.1k
plots the thermal conductivity calculated by MD simulation for the 310-, α- and π-helices
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with various lengths including 2 nm, 3 nm, 5 nm, 10 nm, 20 nm, and 40 nm. Since helical
segments in proteins are usually short with only a few nanometers in length, vibrational
energy carriers, i.e. phonons, are not relaxed and their transport is constrained by and
sensitive to the geometry. As shown in Figure 4.1k, the thermal conductivity (𝑘𝑥 ) of the
helices increases nonlinearly with the length (𝐿), conforming to the ballistic-diffusive
empirical formula, 𝑘𝑥 = 𝑘𝑥,∞ (1 − 𝑒 −𝐿/𝐿𝑐 ), where 𝑘𝑥,∞ is the thermal conductivity in the
diffusive limit and 𝐿𝑐 denotes a characteristic length of the ballistic-to-diffusive transition.
Another ballistic-diffusive characteristic is demonstrated in Figure C.2, which shows that
1⁄𝑘𝑥 and 1⁄𝐿 are almost linearly correlated except when the helix length is extremely
short. By fitting computational results of 𝑘𝑥 with the empirical formula, thermal
conductivity in the diffusive limit (𝑘𝑥,∞ ) is predicted to be 6.36 W m-1 K-1 for the 310-helix,
9.31 W m-1 K-1 for the α-helix, and 19.54 W m-1 K-1 for the π-helix. Among the three helical
“isomers”, the π-helix is the most thermally conductive, followed by the α-helix (52.35%
lower 𝑘𝑥,∞ ) and 310-helix (67.45% lower 𝑘𝑥,∞ ). The phonon mean free path that
corresponds to fully diffusive phonon transport is approximated by 𝐿0.99 , namely, the
length at which thermal conductivity 𝑘𝑥 = 0.99𝑘𝑥,∞ . Based on the empirical formula with
predicted 𝑘𝑥,∞ , the phonon mean free path is approximated as 139.39 nm, 148.10 nm and
160.02 nm for the 310-, - and π-helices, respectively. The π-helix, which has the higher
thermal conductivity, is also found to have longer phonon mean free path. The empirical
equation is important because nearly all helix segments in proteins are short in length so
they are in the ballistic-to-diffusive transition regime.
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Figure 4.2. (a) Phonon dispersion curves of three isomer helices in the first Brillouin zone.
̃𝑥 (𝜿, 𝜈) .
Colors show mode-by-mode contributions to the thermal conductivity, i.e. 𝑘
̃𝑥 (𝜿, 𝜈) . (b) FrequencyArrows indicate two semi-optical branches with significant 𝑘
dependent group velocities for three acoustic branches and two selected optical branches
of the 310-helix (green), α-helix (blue), and π-helix (red). (c) Spectral thermal conductivity
and (d) cumulative thermal conductivity of the three isomer helices.
4.4.2

Phonon Vibrational Spectra
Effects of H-bond connectivity on phonon vibrational spectra can be found in the

phonon dispersion curves plotted for the three isomer helices (Figure 4.2a). The
calculations are thermodynamically stable as no imaginary frequency is found in the curves.
Only the regime with frequency < 30 THz is displayed. Phonons with higher frequencies
are associated with localized interactions so they have low group velocities and short
relaxation times 37, 38, 61, 62. Each helix shows three lowest-lying phonon branches including
two transverse acoustic branches (TA1 and TA2) and one longitudinal acoustic branch
(LA). The two TA branches show almost linear dispersion, whereas the LA branch is nearly
quadratic. Among the three acoustic branches, the LA branch has the largest slope,
followed by the TA1 branch and then the TA2 branch. Although most optical phonon
branches are relatively flat indicating negligible contributions to energy transport, all three
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helices show some optical branches that have significant slopes especially in the frequency
range of 5-10 THz.
The group velocity for three acoustic branches and two selected optical branches are
plotted in Figure 4.2b. The two chosen optical branches (indicated by arrows in Figure
4.2a) contribute significantly to energy transport as discussed in the following section using
the mode-based thermal conductivity analysis. All branches except LA show bell-shaped
group velocity curves that peak approximately in the middle. By comparison, the LA
branch uniquely features an unsymmetrical curve with curve branching at the high
frequency end. Comparing the curves, it is readily seen that the LA branch has the highest
group velocity followed by the TA2 and TA1 branches, echoing the findings relating to the
slope of dispersion curves. The two optical branches show similar group velocities as the
TA1 and TA2 branches.
Importantly, the three isomer helices show critical differences as a result of their
different H-bond connectivities. On the one hand, the π-helix exhibits the highest group
velocity in all shown branches, followed by the α- and 310-helices. These results agree well
with the ranking of the isomers in terms of their overall thermal conductivities. On the
other hand, an interesting “redshift” is identified among the isomers. For example, the
frequency at which the LA branch’s group velocity peaks is found to redshift from 1.50
THz for the π-helix to 0.97 THz for the -helix, and then further redshift to 0.71 THz for
the 310-helix. The same trend persists in the other acoustic and optical phonon modes of
importance to the energy transport processes.
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4.4.3

Mode-Specific Contribution to Energy Transport
Based on the PSED analysis (Figure C.3), Figure 4.2a uses the line color to plot

the contribution to energy transport made by phonons of particular wave vector and
̃𝑥 (𝜿, 𝜈). It is apparent that the LA branch, especially when ξ = 0.05 ~ 0.4,
frequency, i.e. 𝑘
makes the most prominent contribution to energy transport. The TA1 and TA2 branches in
̃𝑥 (𝜿, 𝜈) for the three
similar frequency ranges also contribute significantly. Summing up 𝑘
branches, the LA branch is found to contribute about 38-40% thermal conductivity for all
of the three helices, followed by the TA2 and TA1 branches which contribute about 13%
and about 5-7%, respectively. The three acoustic branches together account for 57.70%,
58.21% and 59.99% of the overall thermal conductivity for the 310-, α- and π-helices,
respectively. Therefore, heat is mainly carried by acoustic phonons in biomolecular helices.
In addition to acoustic phonons, some optical branches especially the two indicated by
arrows in Figure 4.2a also make important contributions as determined by their values of
̃𝑥 (𝜿, 𝜈). According to the mode-based thermal conductivity results shown in Figure 4.2c,
𝑘
semi-optical branches in the range of 5-10 THz contribute 31.32%, 30.35% and 31.24% to
the overall thermal conductivity for the 310-, α- and π-helices, respectively. Figure 4.2d
further shows that, for all helix isomers, the cumulative thermal conductivity increases
significantly only in the frequency ranges of acoustic phonons and low-frequency semioptical phonons. The cumulative thermal conductivity curve almost plateaus after 30 THz.
Therefore, acoustic phonons and semi-optical phonons with low frequencies make the most
important contributions to energy transfer in biomolecular helices. They together account
for about 90% of the overall thermal conductivity of the helix isomers under investigation.
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The mode-based analysis also provides a means to verify the thermal conductivities
calculated by MD simulation shown in Figure 4.1k. Using the mode-based thermal
conductivity results, the overall thermal conductivity can be calculated via 𝑘𝑥 =
̃𝑥 (𝜿, 𝜈) which sums up the contributions made by all phonon branches. By using
∑𝜿 ∑𝜈 𝑘
this approach, the overall thermal conductivity is found to be 5.84 W m-1 K-1 for the 310helix, 8.47 W m-1 K-1 for the α-helix, and 18.43 W m-1 K-1 for the π-helix. These results are
in good agreement with the conductivities calculated using MD directly. Both show
profound effects of the H-bond configuration on energy transport.
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Figure 4.3. (a) Frequency-dependent relaxation time of three isomer helices. (b)
Relaxation time for three acoustic branches and two selected optical branches of the 310helix (green), α-helix (blue), and π-helix (red). Back dashed lines are fitted against a
relationship of 𝜏 ∝ 𝑓 −𝛼 .
4.4.4

Phonon Relaxation Time
The different H-bond connectivity in helices also influences phonon-phonon

scattering. Figure 4.3a plots full-mode relaxation time (𝜏) within the first Brillouin zone
as a function of phonon frequency (𝑓) for the 310-, α- and π-helices. On the one hand,
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relaxation time is in general shortened with increasing 𝑓 in the low-frequency range where
phonons carry most of the heat. The largest 𝜏 in this regime is about 10.93 ps for the 310helix, 13.98 ps for the α-helix, and 20.20 ps for the π-helix. On the other hand, at higher
frequencies, 𝜏 is well below a threshold that is frequency-independent. The threshold is
about 4.45 ps, 7.04 ps and 11.06 ps for the 310-, -, π-helices, respectively. In both
frequency regimes, the isomer helices show different upper bounds of 𝜏 as a result of their
different H-bond networks. The π-helix is shown to have the longest 𝜏, indicating the
weakest phonon scattering. By contrast, the 310-helix is found to have the shortest 𝜏 and
the strongest phonon scattering, mainly due to its slender helical structure with more
frequent H-bonds along the backbone.
Figure 4.3b further plots 𝜏 for selected phonon branches that contribute the most
to energy transport, including three acoustic branches and two semi-optical branches
indicated by arrows in Figure 4.2a. All of these branches are in the low-frequency regime,
and an approximately linear relationship is found between log(𝜏) and log(𝑓). Among the
five branches, the acoustic branches are found to have the most significant frequency
dependence of 𝜏. As 𝑓 increases, 𝜏 in these three branches descends quickly and almost
monotonically indicating increasing phonon scattering. For all three isomer helices, the
rate of descendance is the highest in LA with 𝜏 ∝ 𝑓 −1.77, very close to the well-known
Klemens scaling relationship
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. The descendance is slower in the other two acoustic

branches, with 𝜏 ∝ 𝑓 −0.66 for TA1 and 𝜏 ∝ 𝑓 −0.73 for TA2. Compared with the acoustic
branches, the two semi-optical branches show much slower descendance with
approximately 𝜏 ∝ 𝑓 −0.19.
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Interestingly, in the vicinity of Brillouin zone center, the 𝜏 − 𝑓 data points for the
LA branch show a tendency to diverge from the relationship of 𝜏 ∝ 𝑓 −1.77 . When phonons
are populated at small wave vectors, it has been previously discovered for a single polymer
chain that Umklapp scattering is “frozen out” and Normal scattering dominates phonon
64

interactions in the LA branch

. Hence, near the Brillouin zone center, LA phonon

scattering is fundamentally different from that in the other regions governed by a mixture
of Umklapp and Normal scattering. Since the predominant Normal scattering is known to
usually have high relaxation rates, 𝜏 of the LA branch drops at low 𝜿 and low 𝑓, leading
to the downwards divergence as shown in Figure 4.3b.
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4.4.5

H-bonding Strength
Given the structure-governed thermal transport mechanisms discovered above, the

H-bonding as a structural linker of helices is important to the energy transport processes.
For quantitative understanding, the H-bonding is analyzed using two DFT-based methods,
namely, the core-valence bifurcation index (CVBI) and the H-bond energy. Provided by
equilibrium MD simulations, the initial structures of helices were intercepted into
minimum sizes that each contains a H-bond (with four residues for the 310-helix, five for
the α-helix, and six for the π-helix), as shown in Figure C.4. The structures were
geometrically optimized by DFT, feeding wave functions into subsequent H-bond analyses.
Figure 4.4a plots normalized electron density ranging from 0 to 1 for the three
helices in the vicinity of four atoms forming the H-bond which include N (donor), H, O
(acceptor), and C. Due to the different H-bond connectivities, geometry of the H-bond
varies in the isomer helices despite the same type of H-bond in nature. Two important
measures of a H-bond, i.e. the H-bond length (H⋯O) and the H-bond angle (N−H⋯O) are
found to be 2.12Å and 21.36°, 1.96 Å and 17.33°, and 1.83 Å and 15.69° for the 310-, -,
π-helices, respectively. Figure 4.4b further plots the ELF distributions along the N−H
covalent bond and the H⋯O H-bond, respectively, for the three helices. Their (3,−1)
critical points are identified as the local minimum. Interestingly, while both ELF(C−V, D)
and ELF(C−V, A) are close among the helices (variations < 4.32% and < 3.54%,
respectively), ELF(D−H, A) as one of the most important quantities of H-bonding is found
to vary significantly, i.e. 0.057 for the 310-helix, 0.0681 for the α-helix and 0.0839 for the
π-helix. Based on the ELF values, CVBI is calculated to be 0.0378, 0.0226 and 0.0071 for
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the 310-, -, π-helices, respectively. On the one hand, the positive CVBIs indicate that the
H-bonds in all helices under investigation are primarily of the electrostatic nature. On the
other hand, the π-helix is found to have the lowest CVBI, suggesting the strongest H-bond
among the three isomers.
Further, the H-bond energy is evaluated based on the QTAIM theory using the
electron density at the H-bond critical point (𝜌BCP ). 𝜌BCP is found to increase from 0.0176
to 0.0235 and 0.0341 for the 310-, α- and π-helices, respectively. The H-bond energy is the
strongest in the π-helix with -6.86 Kcal mol-1, followed by the α-helix with -4.50 Kcal mol1

and the 310-helix with -3.18 Kcal mol-1. The results of H-bond energy agree well with the

CVBI results. Importantly, the isomer helices demonstrate different H-bond strengths
despite the same type of H-bond in nature, which contribute directly to the differences in
energy transport mechanisms and the overall thermal conductivities as revealed in previous
sections.
4.5 Conclusions
To summarize, this work provides a novel perspective on vibrational energy
transport in proteins by studying three isomer helices. The isomers are specially designed
to have the same simplest all-Glycine amino acid sequence interlocked by different H-bond
networks representing three important types of helices that widely exist in proteins as
building blocks. This design allows for an in-depth analysis of the role of H-bond
connectivity on the thermal conductivity and associated phonon transport mechanisms,
while neglecting other factors including the amino acid sequence and side chains. The MD
simulation predicts that the π-helix has the highest thermal conductivity of 19.54 W m-1 K-
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in the diffusive limit, which is 109.88% higher than that of the α-helix and 207.23%

higher than that of the 310-helix. The thermal conductivities are highly length-dependent in
the ballistic-to-diffusive transition regime, with a phonon mean free path of about 140-160
nm. The important contributions made by the H-bond to energy transport is underpinned
by transport mechanisms including phonon spectral energy density, dispersion, modespecific transport, group velocity, and relaxation time. The three acoustic branches together
account for about 57.7-60% of the overall thermal conductivity, in which the LA branch
contributes about two thirds. Additionally, semi-optical branches in the 5-10 THz range
also contribute about 30.3-31.3%. The different H-bond connectivities cause an increase
in group velocities and a blueshift in key frequencies defining the group velocity from the
310-helix to the π-helix. The unique H-bond connectivity in the π-helix also raises the
phonon relaxation time indicating lower phonon scattering. Particularly, the LA branch
diverges from the relationship of 𝜏 ∝ 𝑓 −1.77 at small wave vectors indicating predominant
Normal scattering. Finally, calculations based on DFT and QTAIM reveal that the π-helix
has the strongest H-bonds among the isomers, despite the fact that all these H-bonds are of
the same type. The stronger H-bonds in the π-helix, together with the unique helical
structure enabled by its H-bond connectivity, reduce scattering and increase group
velocities of low-frequency acoustic and semi-optical phonons, drastically enhancing
energy transport. The insights provided by this study not only enrich the fundamental
understanding of energy transport in proteins, but may also stimulate a rational design of
helical molecular structures with configurable H-bond networks to enable new energy
transport mechanisms and desired thermal properties.
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TUNING THERMAL TRANSPORT OF HELICAL PROTEIN NANOTUBES
THROUGH SIDE-CHAIN MASS MODIFICATION
5.1 Abstract
Fibrous proteins have been widely used for various materials due to their
biocompatibility, high flexibility and preeminent mechanical properties. With the
development of bioelectronics technologies and cutting-edge flexible materials,
biocompatible materials with higher or lower thermal conductivities are in high demand.
Decoding thermal transport mechanisms of proteins may guide a rational design of
biomaterials with desired functionality and tunable thermal properties. Here, using nonequilibrium molecular dynamics simulation, we investigate that side-chain mass plays an
important role in thermal transport through the protein α-helix. α-helix with four
representative residues, i.e. G, A, L and P, are shown to have distinct thermal conductivities
due to their different side-chain masses. Results suggest that heavy side-chain mass hinders
heat conduction. Phonon analysis further identifies side-chain mass as the major
contributor to this phenomenon, which affects properties of low-frequency acoustic and
semi-optical phonons. The understanding provides fundamental insights to guide the
design and engineering of protein-based biomaterials for desired thermal properties.



He, J., Zhang, L., and Liu, L., "Tuning Thermal Transport of Helical Protein
Nanotudes through Side-Chain Mass Modification." (To be submitted)
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5.2 Introduction
Biopolymers are long-chain molecules comprised by repeating units, which widely
exist in nature. In general, biopolymers can be divided into three types on the basis of their
components: proteins, polysaccharides and nucleic acids. In addition to biomedical
applications, biopolymers, particularly proteins, are extensively used for green applications,
which reduce the production of substances detrimental to plants, animals, environment and
humans 1. Therefore, protein-based materials may be an excellent candidate to supersede
engineering materials for thermal applications. Proteins, like molecular machines, cannot
function without energy transport that propagates conformational changes and removes
excess heat. For instance, consider a folding protein that undergoes a conformational
transition to a lower energy state: on one hand, this conformational transition may be
facilitated by local conformational rearrangement, which is directly associated with energy
transport; and on the other hand, to obtain its lower energy state, excess energy needs to be
efficiently removed. This fundamental process links the structural and dynamical features
of proteins to their functioning in energy transport 2. Therefore, studying thermal transport
mechanisms and the influencing factors in biomolecules is an important step for
understanding, and potentially controlling, protein dynamics and functioning 3.
The interplay between protein structures and functionality has been discussed for
several decades. Particularly, energy transfer is also related to secondary structure motifs
such as the α-helix and β-sheet, both of which are stabilized by H-bonds. For example, αhelix is the most abundant protein secondary structures, which widely exist in globular
proteins. The α-helices often span the whole protein, giving rise to the speculation that they
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actually transfer vibrational energy through the biomacromolecule. So far a large amount
of efforts have been made for studying heat transfer in proteins and its relation to protein
dynamics

4-9

materials

11, 12

, such as peptide helices

10

, β-sheets 6, heme cofactors 7, and functionalized

. Results indicate that energy flow usually propagates through covalent

backbone along the structures 8, 12, and also spreads through weaker interactions such as Hbonds 6, 11. In addition, solvent can also play a fundamental role in energy diffusion 8, such
as in the Ca2+ ATPase through proteins 4, 9, in PDZ-2 domain within surface proteins 13 and
in hemoglobin between protein subunits 14. But despite all of these results, it is still unclear
that how heat is conducted in α-helix structures. In structural biology, the α-helices with
different side-chain masses may have different mechanical properties. However, the effects
of side-chain mass on thermal conduction in proteins have rarely been discussed. Exploring
side-chain mass dependent thermal properties of proteins may improve the basic
understanding of nanoscale thermal transport in protein-based biomaterials. Results cannot
only further guide a rational design of protein-based biomaterials with desired thermal
properties, but is also expected to be extensively used in many fields such as biomedical
and sustainable materials industry in the future.
To better understand the effects of side-chain mass on thermal transport in the αhelix protein, it is essential to discuss the similarities and differences in thermal transport
mechanisms between α-helix protein and other low-dimensional nanomaterials. Firstly, αhelix features numerous side chains, such as -H, -CH3, -CH2CH(CH3)2 and –CH2(C6H5)
that are bonded with Cα atom of polypeptide chain backbone (−N − Cα − C−), which is
analogous to carbon nanotubes modified by functional groups and single-stranded carbon
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chain polymer modified by atomic mass. Secondly, the α-helix with different side chains
is also similar to superlattice nanowires with alternating atoms along the lattice direction.
Based on previous studies, carbon nanotubes modified by functional groups

15, 16

have

reduced phonon mean free path, leading to lower thermal conductivities in comparison
with pristine carbon nanotubes. Thermal conductivity of single-stranded carbon chain
polymer modified by atomic mass 17 is lower than that of pristine polymer chain due to the
redshift of phonon bands. Due to phonon scattering at interfaces

18

, doped superlattice

nanowires usually have lower thermal conductivities than pure nanowires. It is
hypothesized that thermal conduction in the α-helix is analogous to these structures.
In this work, to explore thermal transport mechanisms modified by the side-chain
mass, α-helices with four different side chains including G, A, L and P are discussed. Using
molecular dynamic simulation combined with phonon dynamic analysis such as dispersion
curves, mode-dependent thermal conductivity, relaxation time, group velocity and
vibrational density of state, we will show in detail phonon properties and molecular
mechanisms through which side-chain mass affects thermal conduction. This study may
expand our understanding of how side-chain mass affects thermal conduction in the α-helix,
and guide the design of protein-based materials that has many applications in the green and
sustainable materials industry.
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Figure 5.1. (a) Simulation setup for NEMD to calculate thermal conductivity of α-helix.
Heat flux is produced by adding energies into heat source (red region) and subtracting the
same amount from heat sink (blue region). L is the simulation length. Periodic boundary
conditions are implemented on three directions. (b) α-helix protein feature repeats by R
residue, where R denotes molecular configuration of G, A, L and P residue. (c)
Temperature profile obtained from NEMD simulation.
5.3 Models and Methods
5.3.1

Models
In this study, α-helix is selected as the main focus because it constitutes the largest

class of protein secondary structures and plays a major role in mediating protein-protein
interactions. To quantify side-chain mass effects, α-helices with different side-chain
masses are constructed to perform thermal analysis at the atomic level. Figure 5.1a
illustrates a simulation model of α-helix that comprises 32 repeat units of the glycine amino
acid on the side chain. As shown in Figure 5.1b, each residue consists of three backbone
atoms (-N-Cα-C-) and serval side chain/atoms including a side group (R), an oxygen atom
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(O), a hydrogen atom (H) bonded with a nitrogen atom (N), and another hydrogen atom
(H) bonded to α-carbon atom (Cα). Here, four side-chain groups are considering including
glycine (GLY/G: -H), alanine (ALA/A: -CH3), leucine (LEU/L: -CH2CH(CH3)), and
phenylalanine (PHE/P: -CH2-C6H5). To eliminate phonon scattering on boundaries,
periodic boundary conditions are applied to three directions. The lateral sizes are large (60
nm) to prevent periodic images of the α-helix protein from interacting with each other along
both y and z direction.
5.3.2

Molecular Dynamics (MD)
All atomic simulations in this work are performed using LAMMPS

19

.

CHARMM22 force field 20 is employed for describing interatomic interactions, which has
been verified by previous studies to be the most efficient force field to describe peptides
and proteins. The particle-particle particle-mesh method (PPPM) is used to describe the
long-range Coulomb’s interactions with a root mean square accuracy of 10-6. Prior to
simulating thermal conduction, initial molecular configurations are first optimized, and
then relaxed by energy minimization with the conjugate gradient method, followed by
equilibrium MD under the NVT ensemble with the Nose-Hoover thermostat at 300K for
10 ns with a time step of 0.25 fs. Heat flux is imposed by the Langevin thermostats under
the NVE ensemble. The system is simulated for 20 ns to reach the steady state, and another
10 ns to obtain thermal conductivities by averaging the temperature gradient and heat flow.
Global angular momentum is zeroed out at every step to eliminate possible global rotations.
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5.3.3

Thermal Conductivity Calculations
Nonequlibrium molecular dynamics (NEMD) is employed for calculating thermal

conductivity of α-helices with different side-chain mass. For example, a simulation system
of α-helix with the G residue is shown in Figure 5.1a. To avoid the entropic state, atoms
within one slab at each end are fixed as the heat insulation. Although forces acting on the
two ends may induce tensile stresses, a previous study have indicated that such effects on
thermal conduction can be ignored 21. To produce a temperature gradient, the temperature
of two regions next to the insulation walls are fixed using the Langevin thermostat, 325 K
for the heat source and 285 K for the heat sink. Energies (ΔE) are added to the heat source
and subtracted from the heat sink with the same amount, which are recorded to calculate
heat flux (J) using J = ΔE/AΔt, where A is the effective cross sectional area and Δt is time
step. When steady state is reached, thermal conductivity is calculated using k = J/(dT/dx),
where k is the thermal conductivity and dT/dX is the temperature gradient, which is
obtained by fitting the linear region displayed in Figure 5.1c.
5.3.4

Phonon Spectral Energy Density
PSED analysis is employed to directly predict phonon properties such as dispersion

relation, relaxation time, group velocities and mode-based thermal conductivity

22-24

.

Importantly, this approach takes atomic velocities from MD simulation as an input
parameter, which inherently includes phonon-phonon scattering, inharmonic effects, and
normal and Umklapp scattering

25

. To obtain PSED, the smallest atomic group that

characterizes the helical structure is defined as the unit cell, and each helical model has
several unit cells along the heat flux direction. With Parseval’s theorem and lattice dynamic
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26, 27

, atomic trajectories in the real space are projected onto normal vibration modes in the

frequency space, 𝑞(𝜿𝑣 ; 𝑡). Here, 𝜿 denotes the wave vector, 𝜈 is phonon branch and 𝑡 is
time. PSED is obtained by averaging the contribution made by all atoms to the amplitude
of normal modes, i.e.
1

Φ(𝜿, 𝜔) = 4𝜋𝜏
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(5.1)

Here, Φ(𝜿, 𝜔) denotes PSED as a function of 𝜿 and angular frequency 𝜔, 𝑁𝑇 is the
overall number of unit cells, 𝑁𝐴 is the total number of atom in an unit cell, 𝜏0 is the
simulation time, 𝑚𝑗 is the 𝑗-th atomic mass, 𝑢𝛼̇ (𝑗𝑙 ; 𝑡) is the 𝑗-th atomtic velocity in the
𝑙 -th unit cell at simulation time 𝑡 along the 𝛼 -th direction, and 𝒓𝟎 (0𝑙 ) resprents the
equilibrium postion of the 𝑙-th unit cell. The wave vector of one-dimensional systems is
defined as 𝜅𝑥 = 2𝜋𝑛𝑥 /𝑎𝑥 𝑁𝑇 , where 𝑎𝑥 is length of the unit cell along the x-direction, and
𝑛𝑥 is an integer ranging from 0 to 𝑁𝑇 − 1. Then, 𝜅𝑥 can be mapped into 𝑁𝑥 /2 points
ranging from 0 to 𝜋/𝑎𝑥 , which corresponds to the first Brillouin zone from 𝛤 to 𝛫 point.
In this work, atomic velocities are reported from MD simulations under the NVE ensemble
at 298 K, with an integral time of 𝜏0 = 1 ns.
5.3.5

Phonon Dispersion
Based on the PSED, dispersion curves are obtained by discerning peaks of phonon

branches and fitting these peaks into continuous curves along the wave vector direction. In
general, dispersion curve is a function of frequency (𝑓 = 𝜔/2𝜋, in the unit of THz) and
the reduced wave vector (𝜉 = 𝜅𝑥 /(2𝜋/𝑎𝑥 ), dimensionless). In this work, the obtained
dispersion curves have a resolution of 0.001 THz × 0.01.
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5.3.6

Phonon Density of States
To further evaluate effects of side-chain mass on thermal transport, PDOS is also

performed to reveal thermal transport mechanisms, which is calculated by Fourier
transformation of velocity autocorrelation function (VACF) for the selected or all atoms
following the expression
PDOS(𝜔) =

1
√2𝜋

+∞ −𝑖𝜔𝑡 〈𝜈(𝑡)∙𝜈(0)〉
e
〈𝜈(0)∙𝜈(0)〉

∫0

𝑡

(5.2)

where PDOS is a function of angular frequency 𝜔,  (𝑡) denotes the atomic velocity, and
 ·  describes an average over those selected atoms.
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Figure 5.2. Thermal conductivity of α-helix with different residue as a function of their
lengths. Simulation results for α-helix with each residue are fitted by an empirical function
having two parameters, 𝐿c and 𝑘𝑥,∞ . Dashed lines represent the thermal conductivity in
the diffusive limit.
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5.4 Results and Discussion
5.4.1

Thermal Conductivity
Figure 5.2 plots thermal conductivities as a function of the length of α-helices with

four side chains including G, A, L and P. When the length is varied up to 40 nm, the
calculated thermal conductivity of poly-G α-helix increases from 0.31 to 6.46 W m-1 K-1
(red circles in Figure 5.2). Similarly, α-helices with A, L and P residue show the same
ascending trend. Thermal conductivity of the poly-A α-helix increases from 0.26 to 4.45
W m-1 K-1 (blue circles), and that of the poly-L α-helix increases from 0.19 to 2.89 W m-1
K-1 (green circles), while that of the poly-A α-helix increases from 0.12 to 1.97 W m-1 K-1
(purple circles). Energy carriers, i.e. phonons, cannot be fully relaxed in the short helical
segments in proteins and their thermal transport is limited by the geometry. Since lowfrequency phonons usually travel several orders of magnitude longer than high-frequency
phonons, thermal conductivity in the diffusion limit cannot be predicted by the popular
Matthiessen rule

28, 29

due to the nonlinear relationship between 1⁄𝑘𝑥 and 1⁄𝐿 .

Alternatively, 𝑘𝑥 = 𝑘𝑥,∞ (1 − ℯ −𝐿/𝐿𝑐 )

30

is employed to quantify the length effect and to

describe the transition from ballistic to diffusive phonon transport. Here, 𝐿 is the
length, 𝑘𝑥,∞ denotes thermal conductivity when 𝐿 is infinite, and 𝐿𝑐 is the characteristic
length that describes ballistic-to-diffusive transition. Besides, an effective mean free path
for fully diffusive phonon transport is defined as 𝐿0.99, i.e. 𝜅𝑥 |𝐿=𝐿0.99 = 0.99𝜅𝑥,∞ , such
that 𝐿0.99 ≡ ln(100)𝐿𝑐 = 4.605𝐿𝑐 . 𝑘𝑥,∞ is calculated to be 9.31 W m-1 K-1 for the polyG α-helix, 6.23 W m-1 K-1 for the poly-A α-helix, 3.82 W m-1 K-1 for the poly-L α-helix,
and 2.66 W m-1 K-1 for the poly-P α-helix. The effective mean free path 𝐿0.99 is found to
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be about 148.1 nm, 141.8 nm, 133.8 nm and 121.2 nm for the α-helices with G, A, L and
P residues, respectively. More importantly, Figure 5.2 illustrates the prominent side-chain
mass effects. Results show that the poly-G α-helix gives the highest thermal conductivity
among the four α-helices under investigation, poly-A the second, poly-L the third, and
poly-P the lowest. When phonon transport is fully diffusive, 𝑘𝑥,∞ of the poly-G α-helix is
49.44% higher than that of poly-A, 143.72% higher than that of poly-L, and 250.00%
higher than that of poly-P. Results indicate that higher side-chain mass dramatically hinders
thermal conduction in the α-helix.
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5.4.2

Mode-Specific Thermal Conductivity
To elucidate the role of side-chain mass in thermal transport mechanisms, phonon

properties are further examined by PSED. Using Boltzmann transport equation 31, together
with phonon relaxation time approximation

32

, the total thermal conductivity can be

̃𝑥 (𝜿, 𝜈) . Here, 𝑘
̃𝑥 (𝜿, 𝜈) denotes the thermal conductivity of
expressed as 𝑘𝑥 = ∑𝜿 ∑𝜈 𝑘
each phonon mode, namely, mode-based thermal conductivity, which is described as
2 (𝜿,
̃𝑥 (𝜿, 𝜈) = 𝑐𝑝ℎ 𝑣𝑔,𝑥
𝑘
𝜈)𝜏(𝜿, 𝜈) , where 𝜈 is the phonon branch, 𝑣𝑔,𝑥 (𝜿, 𝜈) is phonon

group velocity, 𝑐𝑝ℎ is the volumetric specific heat, and 𝜏(𝜿, 𝜈) is relaxation time. In a
classic system, 𝑐𝑝ℎ = 𝑘𝐵 /𝑉, where 𝑘𝐵 is the Boltzmann constant and V is system volume.
Phonon vibrational properties are exhibited in Figure 5.3a, which describe the
dispersion relations of α-helices with G, A, L, and P residues from left to right. The regime
with frequency > 30 THz is not displayed. Phonons with higher frequencies are always
related to stronger localized interactions, so they have lower group velocities, shorter
relaxation times and little contributions to thermal conduction. All α-helices have three
lowest-lying acoustic phonon branches, namely two transverse branches (TA1 and TA2)
and one longitudinal branch (LA). The two TA branches feature nearly linear dispersion
curves, and the LA branch is almost quadratic. Among the three acoustic branches, slope
of the LA branch is the largest, TA1 is the second and TA2 is the smallest. In addition to
the three acoustic branches, most optical branches practically have a slope of zero
indicating little contribution to thermal transport, and some optical branches have a nonzero slope particularly in the frequency range of 5-10 THz. Importantly, by comparing αhelices with G, A, L, and P residue, the three acoustic branches are dramatically softened
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when the side-chain mass increases from the G residue to the P residue, indicating that the
higher mass slows down heat transfer and decreases the thermal conductivity. For example,
the peak frequency within TA1 is reduced from 0.92, 0.67, 0.59 to 0.42 THz, and that
within TA2 is reduced from 1.33, 1.14, 0.79 to 0.62 THz, while the change within LA is
more pronounced, dropping from 2.19, 1.96, 1.85 to 1.45 THz.
Based on the PSED analysis, Figure 5.3a uses line colors to visualize the modẽ𝑥 (𝜿, 𝜈). The
based thermal conductivity for specific wave vectors and frequencies, i.e. 𝑘
contribution made by each phonon branch can be obtained by summing up the mode-based
̃𝑥 (𝜿, 𝜈) of specific wave vectors and frequencies. Contributions
thermal conductivity 𝑘
made by the LA branch is calculated to be 3.26, 2.17, 1.53 and 0.97 W m-1 K-1 for the helices with G, A, L and P residues, respectively, which accounts for about 40% of the
overall thermal conductivities. The TA1 branch contributes 0.63, 0.42, 0.26 and 0.15 W m1

K-1, respectively, representing about 12% of the overall thermal conductivities. The TA2

branch contributes 1.07, 0.76, 0.40 and 0.23 W m-1 K-1, respectively, about 7% of the
overall thermal conductivities. Obviously, the LA branch makes the greatest contribution
to thermal conduction, followed by TA2 and TA1. The three acoustic branches together
contribute about 60.00% of the overall thermal conductivities for all α-helices under
investigation, indicating that acoustic phonons dominate the heat transfer processes.
In addition, some optical branches also have a major contribution to thermal
̃𝑥 (𝜿, 𝜈). In view of the mode-based thermal
transport as defined by their values of 𝑘
conductivity as shown in Figure 5.3b, semi-optical branches in the frequency range of 510 THz contribute about 30.35%, 24.95%, 26.52% and 24.91% to the overall thermal
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conductivities of α-helices with G, A, L and P residue, respectively. By comparison, highfrequency phonons with the frequency > 20 THz make very little contributions, i.e. 0.53,
0.43, 0.23 and 0.15 W m-1 K-1 which account for only 6.29%, 7.51%, 6.39% and 6.32% to
the overall thermal conductivities. This result is in excellent agreement with the
understanding that high-frequency optical phonons do not contribute considerably to
thermal conduction due to their short relaxation times and low group velocities. However,
we still cannot ignore them since they also play an important role in thermal transport by
serving as phonon scattering channels for lower-frequency phonons. Figure 5.3c further
indicates that, within the frequency ranges of acoustic and low-frequency semi-optical
phonons, the cumulative thermal conductivity of all α-helices increases and converges after
20 THz. Hence, acoustic phonons and low-frequency semi-optical phonons dominate
energy transfer in α-helices with different side chains. Together, they contribute about 90%
of the overall thermal conductivities. Increased side-chain mass dramatically lowers the
thermal conductivity by adversely affecting acoustic and low-frequency semi-optical
phonons.
Importantly, thermal conductivities obtained by MD simulation shown in Figure
5.2 can also be verified by the mode-based thermal conductivity results following 𝑘𝑥 =
̃𝑥 (𝜿, 𝜈), which sums up contributions from all phonon modes. By this approach,
∑𝜿 ∑𝜈 𝑘
the total thermal conductivity is calculated to be 8.47 W m-1 K-1, 5.72 W m-1 K-1, 3.55 W
m-1 K-1 and 2.42 W m-1 K-1 for the four α-helices, respectively, in good agreement with that
predicted by using the nonequilibrium MD simulation.
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5.4.3

Phonon Group Velocity
It is well known that the phonon group velocity is an important parameter to

characterize phonons. Based on the dispersion curves, group velocities of key branches
(TA1, TA2, LA and two selected optical branches) are evaluated by 𝑣𝑔,𝑥 (𝜿, 𝜈) = 𝜕𝜔/𝜕𝜅𝑥
and plotted in Figure 5.4 for the α-helices. By comparison, it can be seen clearly that LA
branch has the highest group velocity, followed by TA2 and TA1. Besides, group velocities
of the two selected optical phonon branches are comparable with that of TA1 and TA2.
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Figure 5.4. Frequency-dependent group velocities for those key phonon branches, such as
TA1, TA2, LA and two selected optical branches, primarily contributed to their thermal
conductivities in α-helix with G (red), A (blue), L (green) and P (purple) residue.
Importantly, α-helices with different residues show strong side-chain mass effects
on group velocities. On one hand, the poly-G α-helix has the highest group velocity in all
of the key branches, followed by the poly-A, poly-L, and poly-P α-helices. These findings
agree well with the ranking of their overall thermal conductivities. On the other hand, a
“redshift” is identified as a result of the side chain variation. That is, the increased sidechain mass lowers the group velocity of acoustic and low-frequency semi-optical phonons,
leading to reduced thermal conductivities. For instance, the frequency that corresponds to
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the peak group velocity of the LA branch, is found to redshift from 0.97 THz for the polyG α-helix to 0.87 THz for the poly-A α-helix, then to 0.76 THz for the poly-L α-helix, and
finally to 0.60 THz for the poly-P α-helix. The same trend is found in other acoustic and
important optical phonon modes.
5.4.4

Phonon Relaxation Time
Relaxation time is another important quantity that characterizes thermal transport.

To obtain the relaxation time, PSED results are first reconstructed to have a particular form
in

terms

of

the

relaxation

time,

i.e.

Φ(𝜿, 𝑓) =

2

∑3𝑛
𝜈 𝐶(𝜿, 𝜈)⁄([4𝜋𝜏(𝜿, 𝜈)(𝑓 − 𝑓0 (𝜿, 𝜈))] + 1) , where 𝑛 is the total atom number, 3𝑛
denotes the total number of phonon branches, 𝐶(𝜿, 𝜈) is a mode-dependent
magnitude, 𝜏(𝜿, 𝜈) is the relaxation time, f is the phonon frequency and 𝑓0 (𝜿, 𝜈) denotes
the frequency where PSED has a local peak. Following each wave number, 𝜿, the PSED
data can be described as 3𝑛 single-variable data points with the independent variable of
frequency, 𝑓 . Then the data points are fitted by multiple Lorentzian functions, Φ =
𝐼 ⁄(1 + [(𝑓 − 𝑓𝑐 )⁄𝛾 ]2 ), near the local peaks. Here, 𝑓𝑐 denotes the frequency at the peak
center, I is the peak magnitude, and 𝛾 is the half-width at the half-maximum. Then, the
regenerated PSED function at a specified wave vector can be defined as a superposition of
the Lorentzian functions of all phonon branches. Relaxation time for all phonon modes,
𝜏(𝜿, 𝜈), can be evaluated by using the parameters of Lorentzian functions.
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Figure 5.5. (a) Frequency-dependent phonon relaxation times for α-helix with G, A, L and
P residue. (b) Relaxation time for those key branches contributed to their thermal
conductivities, including three acoustic and two selected optical branches of α-helix with
G (red), A (blue), L (green) and P (purple) residue. Back dashed lines show the relationship
of between relaxation time and frequency.
Using the above approach, frequency-dependent relaxation time of all phonon
modes for the α-helices with G, A, L and P residue in the first Brillouin zone is plotted in
Figure 5.5a. Phonon-phonon scattering is found to be influenced by the side-chain mass.
On one hand, within the low-frequency range, relaxation time has an obvious decrease with
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the increase of 𝑓 where most heat is carried by phonons. The largest 𝜏 in this range is
found to be about 13.98 ps, 11.83 ps, 9.94 ps and 7.82 ps for the α-helices with G, A, L and
P residues, respectively. On the other hand, 𝜏 is always below a threshold in the highfrequency regime, which indicates that relaxation time is frequency-independent. The
threshold is about 7.04 ps, 5.93 ps, 4.71 ps and 3.92 ps for the four α-helices, respectively.
By comparison, relaxation time also shows different upper limits as a result of the different
side-chain masses. The poly-G α-helix has the longest 𝜏, and the poly-P α-helix has the
shortest 𝜏. The increased side-chain mass causes more phonon scattering within the helical
structures.
To further explore the side-chain mass effects, Figure 5.5b plots the frequencydependent phonon relaxation time for key branches including the three acoustic branches
and two selected semi-optical branches. All of these branches are situated in the lowfrequency range, showing a linear relationship between log(𝜏) and log(𝑓). In addition,
among these key branches, 𝜏 of the three acoustic branches show obvious frequencydependent correlations. With the increase of 𝑓 , 𝜏 monotonously decreases indicating
increased phonon scattering. For the α-helices with G, A, L and P residues, the LA branch
has the highest rate of descendance, followed by the two transverse acoustic branches, and
then the two semi-optical branches. When the residue changes from G, A, L to P in the αhelix, Figure 5.5b shows that the increase of side-chain mass reduces the relaxation time
for all key branches, which further lowers the thermal conductivity.
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5.4.5

Phonon Density of States
The poly-G α-helix is found to have the highest thermal conductivity than its

counterparts with A, L and P residues. To understand how side-chain mass affects thermal
transport, we further perform PDOS analysis on the α-helices with G, A, L and P residues,
as shown in Figure 5.6. Although the helices are identical except the different side chains,
they show distinct phonon modes across the whole frequency range.
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Figure 5.6. Phonon DOS of α-helix with different residue including G, A, L and P residue.
The inset plots the phonon spectra in the frequency range from 0 to 10 THz.
Within the frequency of 0 to 10 THz, the α-helix with G residues has the highest
PDOS, followed by the α-helices with A, L and P residues, indicating that the vibration of
phonons is weakened with the increased side-chain mass within the low-frequency range.
However, when the frequency exceeds 10 THz, the α-helix with P residues has a higher
PDOS at some frequency regions, followed by the α-helices with L, A, and G residues,
indicating that the increased side-chain mass can strengthen the local vibration of phonons.
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For instance, the highest PDOS reaches 0.44 at 51.42 THz for the poly-P α-helix, 0.20 at
36.44 THz for the poly-L α-helix, 0.09 at 46.36 THz for the poly-A α-helix, while only
0.04 at 46.54 THz for the poly-G α-helix. Based on these findings, phonon dynamics is
distinct among the α-helices due to their different side-chain masses. When phonons carry
heat through the α-helix, the increased side-chain mass can weaken the vibration of
phonons within the low-frequency range, significantly decreasing thermal conduction.
Besides, despite the local vibration of phonons can be strengthened with the increase of
side-chain mass at high-frequency region, it contributes little to thermal conduction.
5.5 Conclusion
To summarize, thermal conduction mechanisms in four representative α-helices
with G, A, L and P residues are studied to reveal the intrinsic side-chain mass effects. The
α-helix is shown to have length-dependent thermal conductivities. With the same length,
thermal conductivity of the α-helix is found to decrease with increasing side-chain mass,
demonstrating negative contribution of side-chain mass to heat transfer. When phonon
transport is fully diffusive, the poly-G α-helix has the highest thermal conductivity among
the four, i.e. 9.31 W m-1 K-1, 49.44% higher than the ploy-A α-helix, 143.72% higher than
the ploy-L α-helix, and 250.00% higher than the ploy-P α-helix. These different thermal
conductivities are caused by the residues having different masses and unique phonon
properties. Phonon dynamic analysis using the spectral energy density is performed to
obtain the dispersion relations, mode-based thermal conductivity, cumulative thermal
conductivity, relaxation time, group velocity, and vibration density of states. These results
all indicate that the side-chain mass affects the properties of low-frequency acoustic
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phonons and semi-optical phonons, leading distinct thermal transport behaviors. These
findings suggest that the α-helix can be engineered to produce functional biomaterials with
tunable thermal performance.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This dissertation mainly focuses on how hydrogen bonds guide thermal transport
in helical protein nanostructures, and interfacial heat transfer across two dissimilar
materials. To address these issues, two representative material systems including protein
secondary structures and the functionalized electrode/electrolyte interface in solid-state Li
ion batteries are demonstrated. Heat flow is conducted along protein chains in the former
case, and is conducted normal to the interface in the latter case. Results from both cases
indicate that hydrogen bonds improve thermal transport.
To investigate the role of hydrogen bonds in interfacial thermal conduction between
the electrode and electrolyte, thermal properties of electrode are first explored. Molecular
dynamics in combination with thermal resistance models are employed for understanding
thermal transport in monocrystalline LiCoO2 and polycrystalline LiCoO2 and across its
grain boundaries. The monocrystalline LiCoO2 shows anisotropic thermal conductivities
in the order of 100 W m-1 K-1, with the lowest along the direction where the lithium layers
and the cobalt oxide layers alternate. The thermal conductivity also decreases with the
increased temperature. By comparison, polycrystalline LiCoO2 is more isotropic with
much lower thermal conductivities. The difference between monocrystalline and
polycrystalline is caused by thermal resistance of grain boundaries, and size-dependent
intra-grain thermal conductivities that are unique to polycrystals. The grain boundary
thermal conductance is calculated to be in the range of 7.16 - 25.21 GW m-2 K-1, which is
dominated by the tilt angel and grain size. Further, the size effects of intra-grain thermal
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conductivities are investigated by two thermal resistance models. The insights revealed by
the findings may facilitate future efforts of battery materials design for improving thermal
management.
Fast heat removal is highly desired in Li ion batteries but it is seriously obstructed
by high thermal resistance across the electrode/electrolyte interface. To address this issue,
SAMs are used as the vibrational mediator to tune interfacial thermal conductance between
an electrode, LCO, and a solid state electrolyte, PEO. Embedded at the LCO/PEO interface,
SAMs are specially designed to form hierarchical H-bond network with PEO. Dictated by
molecular design, the interface between LCO and PEO displays markedly different thermal
conductance which has strong implications for heat removal and thermal management. Hbonded interfaces between LCO and PEO show a strongest enhancement in the LCO
surface functionalized by PAA, followed by PAM and PVA, over the pristine interface. By
comparison, LCO surface functionalized by PE which is a non-H-bonded interface
enhances thermal conduction least. Apparently, the unique hierarchical H-bond network
carried by SAMs is a primary contributor to the significantly improved thermal conduction
across LCO/PEO interfaces. The contribution strongly depends on the type, location and
density of H-bonds. In addition, even though multiple types of H-bonds coexist in each
system, the primary H-bond, which almost accounts for about 80% of all H-bonds at the
interface, largely determines the adhesion energy and thermal conductance across
LCO/PEO interfaces. Importantly, all SAM-decorated interfaces are shown to have: (1)
alleviated some discontinuities in the temperature field, (2) stand-up configurations with
extended chains, and (3) enhanced coupling of vibrational modes. They synergistically
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improve interfacial thermal transport, in which H-bonds play a positive role. The results
are expected to improve fundamental understanding and applications of H-bonded
interface engineering for improved thermal management of multi-material systems
including the lithium-ion batteries.
To study the role of hydrogen bonds in helical protein nanostructures, three
representative -helices are analyzed including the 310-helix, α-helix and π-helix. There
helices are specially designed to have the same simplest all-Glycine amino acid sequence
interlocked by different H-bond networks that widely exist in proteins as building blocks.
This design allows for an in-depth analysis of the role of H-bond configuration on the
thermal transport mechanisms, while neglecting other factors including amino acid
sequence and side chains. MD simulation shows that π-helix has the highest thermal
conductivity in the diffusive limit, which is 109.88% higher than that of α-helix and 207.23%
higher than that of 310-helix. Then, contributions made by the H-bond to heat transfer is
underpinned by transport mechanisms including spectral energy density, dispersion, modespecific transport, group velocity, and relaxation time. The three acoustic branches together
account for about 60% of the overall thermal conductivity, in which LA branch contributes
about two thirds. Additionally, semi-optical branches in the 5-10 THz range also contribute
about 30 %. The different H-bond configurations cause an increase in group velocities and
a blueshift in key frequencies defining the group velocity from 310-helix to π-helix. The
unique H-bond connectivity in the π-helix also raises the relaxation time indicating lower
scattering. Particularly, the LA branch diverges from the relationship of 𝜏 ∝ 𝑓 −1.77 at
small wave vectors indicating predominant Normal scattering. Finally, calculations based
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on DFT and QTAIM indicate that π-helix has the strongest H-bonds, despite the fact that
all these H-bonds are of the same type. The insights not only enrich the fundamental
understanding of energy transport in proteins, but may also stimulate a rational design of
helical molecular structures with configurable H-bond networks to enable new energy
transport mechanisms and desired thermal properties.
To comprehensively understand thermal transport mechanisms in helical proteins,
it is important to explore the effects of side-chain mass on heat transfer. To this end, αhelices with four side-chain types such as G, A, L and P residues are studied. The α-helix
is shown to have length-dependent thermal conductivities. With the same length, thermal
conductivity of the α-helix is found to decrease with increasing side-chain mass,
demonstrating negative contribution of side-chain mass to heat transfer. When phonon
transport is fully diffusive, the poly-G α-helix has the highest thermal conductivity among
the four, i.e. 9.31 W m-1 K-1, 49.44% higher than the ploy-A α-helix, 143.72% higher than
the ploy-L α-helix, and 250.00% higher than the ploy-P α-helix. These different thermal
conductivities are caused by the residues having different masses and unique phonon
properties. Phonon dynamic analysis using the spectral energy density is performed to
obtain the dispersion relations, mode-based thermal conductivity, cumulative thermal
conductivity, relaxation time, group velocity, and vibration density of states. These results
all indicate that the side-chain mass affects the properties of low-frequency acoustic
phonons and semi-optical phonons, leading distinct thermal transport behaviors. These
findings suggest that the α-helix can be engineered to produce functional biomaterials with
tunable thermal performance.
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Despite numerous efforts have been taken to study the role of hydrogen bonds in
thermal conduction, there are still many topics expected to be studied further. For example,
the effect of hydrogen bonds configuration on the interfacial thermal conductance between
two dissimilar materials; the effect of hydrogen bonds strength on heat transfer along intraor inter-chain polymers; the effect of hydrogen bonds types on thermal transport of
different materials; the effect of geometry of hydrogen bonds on thermal transport, such as
one-center, two-center, three-center and four-center hydrogen bonds. Insights from these
essential studies may provide a reasonable guide to advance hydrogen-bonding conductive
materials for the required thermal properties.
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Figure B.1. (a) A simulation system for RNEMD calculation and (b) the associated
temperature profile. ΔT is the temperature drop across an LCO/PEO interface, and dT/dz
represents the temperature gradient within PEO. (c) A simulation system for NEMD
calculation and (d) the associated temperature profile, where the heat source and the heat
sink are fixed at 320 K and 210 K, respectively.
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Figure B.2. RNEMD temperature profiles for (a) LCO/PEO, (b) LCO-PE/PEO, (c) LCOPVA/PEO, (d) LCO-PAM/PEO and (e) LCO-PAA/PEO. Only the left part is shown due
to the symmetric simulation system. Between the two vertical dashed lines is the LCO
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crystal. At the two sides is PEO or PEO with SAM chains.
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Figure B.3. NEMD temperature profiles of (a) LCO/PEO, (b) LCO-PE/PEO, (c) LCOPVA/PEO, (d) LCO-PAM/PEO and (e) LCO-PAA/PEO.

Figure B.4. A H-bond is identified with the following criteria: (1) the distance between the
H-bond donor (D) and acceptor (A) is not longer than 3.0 Å; and (2) the angle between Hdonor and H-acceptor is not larger than 20˚.
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Figure C.1. Setup of the NEMD simulation for predicting thermal conductivities of the (a)
310-, (b) α-, and (c) π-helices. Heat flow is generated by adding energy into the heat source
(red region) and removing the same amount of energy from the heat sink (blue region). L
is the characteristic length. The simulation cell is divided into N slabs. The two end slabs
are fixed for heat insulation. Periodic boundary conditions are applied along all three
directions. Cross-sectional view of the (d) 310-, (e) α-, and (f) π-helix models. The crosssectional area is calculated using averaged inner and outer radii of the helices.
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Figure C.2. Inverse of thermal conductivity versus inverse of length for the isomer helices.
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Figure C.3. Phonon spectral energy density for the three isomer helices at T = 298 K.
Shading on these plots represents the magnitude of phonon spectral energy density for
different phonon mode combining specific 𝜿 and 𝜔.
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(a)
310-helix

(b)
α-helix

(c)
π-helix

Figure C.4. Intercepted helices for DFT-based quantum-chemical analysis of H-bond: (a)
the 310-helix segment has four residues; (b) the α-helix segment has five residues; and (c)
the π-helix segment has six residues.
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